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YEAR OLD BOY KILLED LAST NIGHT
•

Council Business
• 'Last Night Routine
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Easter Egg Hunt
Planned Saturday

Joe Benton Osrter, 39, of nearby
Realland. waived examining trial
Oh McCracken County CAM yesterday in th dice-game slaying of
0.1s A Palmer, 73 He was held
to the May grand jury without bond
on a charge of murder
Carte- was represented by Joe
Asher Benton who MAKI he volunteered his services as Canter's :itas a friend of the Car ter
•

The report of City Judge Jake
Duna Slib accepted by the council
The report showed that onioellan(site fines during the first three
months of the year amounted to
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An Eaner Egg Hunt foe neeanon through the third grades for
children of the members ot the
CalIonea County Country Club will
U. held at the club on Saturday.
April 177froni 10 30 sin.to 12 neon.
Each chold is asked to bring four
ex.:tired eggs and own basket The
plamang come:Mee is composed of
Mrs Don Hunter. chairman. Mn.
Vernon 0ohoon. Mrs. Charles Eleauffeta and Mrs. Roy Marks

Investigation Is Underway To
Find Driver Of Death Vehicle
Charles Cavan eight year old SOO
of Mr end Mrs J C CUVItt was
killed instantly last night when he
was struck by a truck on Spruce
Street just off North Fourth about
30 o'clock
All police agencies. ctiy. county
and state, were employed in a search
Inst night for what With thought
to have been a het and run drina
Mine-sea identified a rea Ford
truck as tile poesable death car
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paths
of truth to are there many approaches to sereable home. =prove/tient Saxe remodeling can
be a serious and expensive bursines. an objective riga:scion al
the protect is mandatory This
Otlthaltann Ctralat, of a MIXtille
personal wnestagation twofeniond advice. and conunon
senas. Your tamely and tbeer
needs must be taken into conedmillion. Plans should be made
for the comfort and convenience
or all members
Ir. addition to comfort and
convenience. you want beauty in
your home For tho reason we
aaer our complete decorating
service to you.

•

at

[NIX INTERIORS

Narthade sisopping censer
Murray. Kentucky — 75,1-1414

A Lawyer's A Lawyer!

The South Pleasant Grove Home- •
makers Club will meet at the home
of Mrs Toy Brsuidon at one p.m.
•
The Eusekan Sunday firbool Class
of the First Baptist Church well
meet at the home of Mrs Reinaid
Chuertun Cardinal Drise at7:311
pm The group in charge is MNposed of Nle-dimea R R Parity.
Oturchill, R nert Vaughn Connie
Armstrong. Dewey louniuni. *ro
Charles Shultz. and C D Vinson.
Sr.
•••

•• •

PERSONALS
Mr aril Ignii Eugene AAm announce the both of a baby girl
weighing its pounds. born on April
ith at Telter Hospital in Sarin/ask lila Mrs Addann was the
flarvoar Kay Roberes daughter of
Mr. and Mrs Hoyt Roberts Mr
Adduce is the son of Mai and Mr=
Floyd Kephart of Lcurville

LASH'S DRIVE-IN
FARRIS'

White House Grocery
NOS West Main 'street

— STOP. SHOP and COMPARE

—
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
a OIL
(sm..: EACH FVENI•40
7!35
VXYKA GOOD
MIRAGE PLANTS. ONION SLIPS,
SFTS. AND SEED POTATOES
r
OPEN AT NOON ON SUNDAYS

rustsars 414 645
/arra'

Phillips Si Gas

Oil

Open Each Evening 'TU 7:1111

make Clears work
arn 14 years
old and have two brothers and
three linen. Well. when my father
comes hcene from work, the first
Using he does is go in the mom
where my tnother is and kiss her
hello and say.
love you. Honey."
He stills holds her on his lap once
Es a while. too.
Mv mother it 41 sad trOr father
le 47 and they both answer any
questions any of us kith aak them.
If we want to do eamathIng they
don't want to to do, they dont leg
to. Hut they always tell to why.
Don't think my parents aren't

Atrict because they isre, Mese of US
loigla got to do anything fur recreation until all our odic is dune.
I couldn't auk for better parent&
HAPPY IN 0. C.
CONFIDENTIAL TO ERNIE
HARRISONBE'RG, VA,:
HICE
Thank you for paraphrasing the
old saw, "If the shoe tits, sear It.
1 like yours better. "low have to
wear the S110E, Lady— not the
SIZE." I recommend It to more
shoe salesmen whose women customers demand

smaller

•

4

size

than they should sear.

Abigail Van Buren

The Sigma Deoartinent of the
Murray Wcenan's Club will meet at
the club home at 7 30 p m Hastenes will be Mediums Tommy Alexander, gal Alexander. Clegg Austin,
O B. Boone. Jr. Loyd Boyd. Robert
R. Ihickingham. Joe R. Cooper, end
A. B. Craw

"WHERE YOU EAT MORE FOR LESS"
Mayfield Highway, Near 5 Points
Yr 753-9052

°P41#11".antiPittilrtillNalbiROAD BID LOW
PRANKPORT, Ky. i UPII — Sam
Nally Co. 053001nhaa, Dardhown,
Friday sue:nutted the apparent law
tsid of a1.292103 for node. drain and paving it 14.329 males of U. 8.
OS in flason County.

Miss Rebecca Alice Outland Becomes the
Bride of Ralph James Urban On April 4

Social Calendar

Successful
Remodeling

fEENTVOKT

MRS. RALPH JAMES
The waning at Ma Rebecca
Abre Outing daughter et Mr and
Mrs Dawn WW1 Outland. to
Ralph Armen Urba(t mon of Mr
and Mrs tram F Urban of Tayoan-o
beautiful aandebela ceremony on
Sunday April 1, at three o'clock in
the afternoon.
Rev Rcbert Perkins Nod the
i double ring otensony
Or heed
at the bride's uncle and suet. Mr.
and Mrir Roy If Seem 'Nit 111
the presence of rebates
Streit
end trends

maul

breads. fern and pink candles The
tiered watiling cake was tapped with
an arrangement at white =Da balls
and alien of the valley. Al aggialna
manta were _crystal.

at

Mats Janet Uitau:. *star
the
swam cut the cake and 101a Jerry
Henry served the punoti Mrs Harsh
Ann Allbritteri. steer of the bride,
kept the recerer deo amended in
the isreing were Mrs H B
y.
Jr., Mrs Prank Ryan. Mrs. Qom
Mr• Coinnen MA** Mils
Lorene Swann. anal Mks EicasillIgy
Alice fewasin All thole elsollat
white carnatilon corium

and obligations. But because the
DEAR ABBY . I am writing about
your repeonse to NO KEY IN law in so complInated and lass
MANHATTAN The writer said that differ from state to state) the
moat reliable source of Informaher employer advised her of her
legal ngties, and you replied. -Un- tion In the event of a dispute la
less your employer a• lawyer. don't
a competent lawyer. S man with
risiard his word as •Isge.." I think • broken arm can't get a doctor.
your PILMILIM was ponallaw. Am I fast enough. But • man with a
1 to understand by Your rasant that broken contract resents shelling
nut for legal adsice I say. if one
ally a lawyer shoolu know anything
about law? Every tenant worth his has a legal problem. hunt up a
sett knows His rights and ha land- lawyer and pas Man for what he
know s,
lord's caligation,
•••
NO LAWYER IN ANAHEEld
DEAR NO LAWYER: Yes are
DEAR APBY: I hope this gets
sebstantially correct; tenants and
printed because my husband reads
landlords timid .kaew thidr rights
your column and I haven't the
nerve to fell him this We have been
tweed amen eartume with • white married for 15 veers and have •
mous, Her other acceesones were lovely family My huiband was enblack and die wore the white orto someone doe before he met
dud from her bridal bouquet
me. but the married another man
Both Mr and Mrs Urban will
Boon agter, we met and fell in love
receive degrees in June at Murray
(Al had
in love with him)
State °allege
Abby. I have a very strong feeling
Out of town guests were Mr and
that my husband is &Ufa In love with
Mr. Erwin L'rhan. Min Janet Urthis a ornan
Or the nionory of
ban, Duncan Bane. and Ralph
tier • He has shut me out of his life
Shaffer. all of Taylor. Math, Mr.
onmpletely, and we have nothing
arid Miss
and Mrs Ekun
In commit any more He Wit mean
Sandra Greenwald of Morgan/teld,
Mrs Henry Gardner and Mrs to me or anything dee that He
gives me his whole pay check. but
Dwight Pace ad Hardin Mr and
Mrs Douglas Johnson of Paducah. we aren't twiny I aen $3. gook 46
Mr. and Mrs Nell Selgars of Hop- and feel 50 He hasn't seen this
- Mr and Maw Proctor other woman In all these yeare, to
Nunn cif New aktenlie; Mrs Mal- in his mind she le still the WM.
men WILienheller and Min ears I have wen her (tersely. and the tint.
Misentseiller of Lansdale: Weldon Do you think if I told hint to go
Mice of et Loup, Ma. George to see her st would hdp?
ALL CRTED OUT
DOIX110 of Strridurg. IR.: Ridge
DEAR ALL CRIED OUT: It
APPIsente af Peaneeten.
...._11gargtarth the gamble. Raw da. your husband is still 'In
Mr and him mew
were bola gar Ma DIDOMMOM dim= Wire- with this other woman. Of
ansairktiratiamInixaar imams at taa Tn.. the memo,. of her,' The beat Indes to • man's feeling in his acThe bride ID be wore • long t/ono And if he's good to you,
droved put* gram Asia sheath gives you his whole pay cheek and
hasn't seen the old flame perwail a demon= dipped etait
Ma weer exchariged by the haps roe are trying to solve a
aelai, ego also preewited feta to problem that doesn't reist.

1.4.444

Milerailsainge

9 out of 10
independent insurance agents
help clients when they
have an automobile accident,
says new, impartial survey.

•

Oneoompany adenines trail by a aide percentage in offering
die same type oh help.
Survey results revealed that • resounding 91 5% of independent
insurance agents_gave direct help
to :btu clients aheni1j nooded
hTelp most- at -She Inne of an acodent and sr;641 they filed a claim.
sonic unbiased tune) shuued
that a far lower percentage of onecompany salesmen gave this kind
of
service
V‘
Pe
erw
nai
independent
agents offer car
insurance buyers many unique

benefits. We represent several
strong, reliable insuranCe compsriles. We select the right insurance
for you at the hest price, and keep
your insurance up-to-date And
%ell be there to help silts with all
the details alien you have an accident_
uinTgo make sure aytotetinb
liauvne
. co
innstuirne-

•

your car and home through an
independent ageri,
n

-------------------

Kentucky Association
ef Insurance Agents

I.

rout

• • •

Its* Was an. centered with an
The sitar before the fterplare to
arrangement of pun shirt fern. arid
DF.AR ABBY I know you got
• the hilsig nun eras formed of
The oouple left fdisidng the re- pniquiTs and centered sigh
a bride Ion of letter. an how to make a
palmy and Indoeits of white we- ception for a ihort wedding
trip guiL
I
marriage
wont test 1 wookl We to
L nations. ;Odell. and Port Arthur wan
brine seurIgliga two pia*
rbosondis IRO
matted
fur tell you hos my mother said father
ce•her On tech tilde were tirenched
snows, °Owlish won cordelabra
hoo.1
wit', tigors The mirrored
-efl.sceed an arrangement of
shine so-it and greenery
Premien, the ceremony Oeorge
Denne4 Oltetd -Prelude" by Wenthat a-id -Interlude" by Itneni during which Jahn Rivard Outland.
Jr.. and Fred Serwres. amino of the
the tapers Per the
bride.
reoeirionsl SIT Dennis plaited the
"Ifritrog Mte-h" from
S'itnmarl Meg Drown" hi' MendefaFOR HOSPITAL PROTICTION
gehR anti Our the eimiremennal the
muds Vora "Probe Ye dr lather"
by Oesrand.
AND
•The bride Oven in maniere by
her falter. was 'attired in a *chit*
anal length ordinal darron poleester 'heath drew with a long
eeeved her overblouse Her pi/lbox
FOR SuROICALMENCM.
h-sdplece WS^ framed with a short
PROTECTION
bouffant veil Her onto leoOn ern
a euOored pearl pendent. gift of
!' the toucan
/the carried a rasride arrinre1 ment of white carnotions centered
I with a yetlow thrralol atilt,. orchid
),In, 171nroid Woman wart the
marron of honor and the. bndes
surestint She wore a frock
' pink damn polyester and /net!
. /enthral to Or bride's tirea with
a matching pillbox head piece and
s' Blue Cross and Blue Shield have never cancelled protection
pink vela.
becouse of age, health, retirement, or o chronic or incurable
Mrs Watson carried a
physical condition.
of pinloalleinta dudes
If Eligible dependents of detected members, and children
serving as beat man for Mr.
reaching age 19 or marrying before age 19, may continue
a. .
-han win Itialnother. James Preis-protection on a direct basis by tronsfor to their own FaitHI,
, Mean.
or Individual Plan,
The bride's mother. Mn,. Outland.
Blue Cross end Blue Sh'whi pay the hospital cod doctor
o elided in a deep role two piss&
direct—members hove no claims to 1,1.,
, hair knit divot with shom to
tower owerhiod means a greater return to members in the
,.,itch Mrs Urban, mother of the
form of benefits.
-ono ware a blue chiffon frock
or printed aid with dines to
....ten They both ware corners of
THERE ARE TWO WAYS TO APPLY
'ate carnations
-•
GROUP: Groups.con be formed whirs there ore 5 or
Mm Proctor Nunn. the brides
more employees.
,ternal grarwlmother. wore a
The happiest colors you'll see this Easter ar,e the
,sielt
tug with Mack aro.FAMILY OR INDIVIDUAL: Apply direct if you are a
Buster
from
Brown.
patent
shoes
leather
new
,rirteet and a corsage of white carKentuckian, 64 or under, in good health, and narher
nations The brides paternal ttrandThe leather is soft and easy to care for ... with
husband nor wife works whore there ore 10 or more
mciher. Mrs. J., W. Outleowl. wore
shine as big as your little girl's smile when she
ontlk•I••••
a pink punted Jason dreos with a
white carnetton comae
or pick the
wears them. Choose Newport Blue

•

OFFERING
UNIQUE ADVANTAGES
FOR KENTUCKIANS

MICROS/

MITfililDs

VOLUNTARY
PREPAYMENT PLANS

•

FOR INDIVIDUALS, FAMILIES, GROUPS

WARD FOR
SHERIFF
In working the county I have not had the
opportunity to, talk with

all .the

people as

f would

like. I want the people of Calloway County to know
that I believe in a clean government.. I will treat
every business and citizen equally. I do not want
to declare or promise any person and will not obligate myself to any trraup

If Elected I Will . .
I. Run the office of Sheriff for the benefit of all
(Olsen.: of ( alloway
county.
2. Promise to uphold the laws and be alert at all
times.
3. Respect every citizen's rights and

answer all

your rails.

Your Support and Encouragement Are
Deeply Appreciated
Sincerely

HIE WARD

4

•

Look what Buster Brown
colored up for Easter

color that goes best with her new outfit, then let
us fit her expertly. 36.50
to $7.99
MATCHING HANDBAG
$2.59

Dere04.11
Immediate* folios-Ma the ceremony aft Informal ttt'epth011 was
held
The bride's table was covered
with green taffeta under net with
froned pink grapes arid pink net
bows naught up at intervals an
the Door length cloth The table
pale. centered with an imported
handeot erred epergne with crystal prams which heed an arrangemore of pink carnatoons baby's

•

MAIL THIS HANDY COUPON TODAY

BUSTER
BROWN.

Adams Shoe Store

SLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD
3101 Bardstown Rood
Louisville, Kentucky 40205
Ploos• sand io• suites! oblvation, Irdtinsiation
Sits Cross cad Plus Sisiold.
HAMS

end as opplicotlea

for

ADDS!is
Cu''STAT
T

FARM BUREAU MEMBERS

SEE YOUR FARM BUREAU AGENT
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ilelaeted As A Rent All Round- litentucky-Dazumunity neWILiaDeI,

Pler*-

e. Nixie of us
tang for rework is done.
ler parent&
sPY IN 0. C.

TO ER.NIE
(BURG, VA.:
phrasing the
tits, %ear it." ill
l'ou have to
ly- not the
I it to more
women C11,
smaller

sue
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18 YEAR OLD BOY KILLED LAST NIGHT
Joe Carter,
Held To The
Grand Jury

Council Business
'Last Night Routine
The Murray (hey Council ino 1ara
night with Mayor Moho(' Ellis presiding over the session The meeting keit night oxik the phoe of the
w•ould
which lriortnuay
meeting
,have been thld It Thureday It
had been postponed from last
Thursday to Ian. night because
brought stout by the
KEA meeting and the spring aim•
tan of the schools
General btairbeell of the day ilea
conducted leat Might Three ordinances were paord on the second
realuig Thaw ordinances cormeme0 a charge in the privilege license,
the cawing of oertain areas in
•Alitunett aubdivtaion and right of
way an 12 Street extended. aloe
first reading was given to an ordinance *hod orbs for the clearing
away of razed boa:brigs with a period of axto days
The ordinance was brought about

its

of

,,Auflacts

ia

offering

! several
compainsurance
and keep
at And
i.wilh all
re an eh

C contini, insure
ough an
us Won.

by buildstars in the city betng razed.
perthally then left for periods of
weeks or months before further
work wes done
The report of City Judge Jake
Dunn was eccePted by the councilThe report showed that meacellaneous fines during the tarot three
months of the year amounted 'to
113.00.2.50, costs amounted to 0715.50
anti fines from meter violations
amounted to $120600 with a total
of $4034

Joe Benton Carter 39, of nearby
Reideand. waived examining trial
ni McCracken County Court yesterday in hat dice-game staying of
Oas A Palmer. 73 He was held
to the May grand fury without bond
on a charge of murder
Carte • W&S represented by Joe
Asher Benton, who said he volunteered has services as Career's eh
torney as a friend of the Carter
farmly
officers
alleged
InveeitagaUng
Carter a former church bong leader, beat Palmer to death with a
*aft deo* boitle arid a rifle butt.
The officer, mud Carter told them
Fulmer wee using loaded Wee in •
March 12 game in the Carter, home.
Pahnees bodiy sus found March
17 in A wooded section off a country
road betwem Brookport and Metropolis, III.
Cans clamed he had lost about
$6.000 at cards awl clice prior to
the meeting with Palmer officers

Easter Egg Hunt
Planned Saturday
An Eaton Egg Hunt for atschool through the third grades far
children of the members of the
Calloawy County Country Club eiU
it, held at the club on Saturday.
April 17. from 10.30 am. to 12 noon.
Each cluld is asked to bring four
aolored orgs arid own issaket The
plahrhe committee is composed of
Mrs Don Hunter, chairman, Mai.
Vernon Cahoon, Mrs, Otairlee Simiatt. and Mrs Roy Starts

Investigation Is Underway To
Find Driver Of Death Vehicle
--Charlie Cahn eight year old on
of Mr end Mrs
C Chao was
killed instantly last night when he
was struck by a truck on Snore
Street Just off North Fourth about
6 30 o'clock
All police agencies. ctty county
and state were employed in a search
last night for what WAS thought
to have boon a he and run dnicr
Witneseee identified a red Ford
truck as the posabie death car

Service For Jack
Parker Held Sunday

The 'final rites for Jack Patter,
Durrell Hale of Dexter was Inage 50. N(IT held SUndaY at 2'30
-throated this nionung by city and
p. rn. at the Milligan Funeral Hems
reonry pates, iv they pursued an
in Dover, Thin, with Breo Robert
invent:n-1ton which began shortly
Charles Celan
after he accident occurred.
Ustey officiating.
Parker died at the Murray-Cello-LIVING DEATH" TEENAGIRS - Nigh torah lengliah teacher
The council approved the move
Chief of Police Burman Parker
way County Humpital Saturday at
Douglas Sarff, 30, shows th• full pass ad he placed in the
to begin the pickup of debris in
and Morita Woodrow Rickman said
9 15 a. inc. following an ildas of
weekly paper in Wayzata. Minn, Minneapolis suburb, In
the hey on • once • week basis
this morning that apporetoly
which he says he has "wen enough of Uting death" and Is
three daya, He was a member of the
This woe be in addition to the retruck wee proceeding east on Spruce
quitting his job after five years. His ad says the teenagers
Almo Church of Christ.
gular service of the Murray SanStreet as Charles Cavite Tyrone
there inherit "a shrill. band-wavily', convertible-riding round
Survivors tnciude his wife. Mrs.
Kelton Elyeteen
Funeral services for William Aso McCuiston and Del Robert Mc... become bored with themselves, with Othere
of
Dewar Bea Parker of Murray Route
Cuithon were playing tag in the
and with life ... I have wen mho!) of living death."
The meth side of the city will be
Five. cohelautetiter, Mrs BM Willis Collie are being held todai at two
yard of voting Cavitt's uncle Wilserved on Wednenda.y awl the mouth
of Parmington Route One, two sons, pm it the J H Churchill Fennal
Home Chapel with Res' William liam Hornbuckle
side on'Iburaday At tames it may
Monis of aalurray Route Five and
Porter officiating
take more than one day to wave
Irs'in of Poet Gordon. Oa
three
They' were running and as des
The deceased, age 68 died Friday
each aid of the city
sinters. Mrs. H W. Cheery, lans.
S.A.1C1
in Etto Madison Heights Mich He truck passed by the home, your.g
Harlan Bradley. and
Mrs
Ivan
eao a resident of Hazel Park Mich Cave( apparently min sterwerd the
Rex illgington. Supertntendent of
Thompson all of Murray Routes;
Survivors include his ma one edge of the street Chief Parker
Miner llort-ttemer to-be
--eine-brothee
said he apparently three up his
-emeheasiwo-esisi-esopisaiaamomuoT
picked up be stacked at the curb
ray Route Three, one granddaugh- Iwo
oliatiary-earttuerregait-the---shoes Mrs Guy Hill and Mrs.
Curtis Joon. age Oof Eam Deon designated days. Any linen trees.
pavement
ter. Miss Teresa Willis.
Gus Lamb of Murray one brother, truck. was struck to the
troit and formerly of Callowey CoMe. should be mewed In lengths so
Interment was in the Watford Fred Coale of Murray. e,c
Ond the thick passed over his body.
them
yeti
hatalie
unty. died Monday Tight. Funeral
that two rem may
He was deed when picked up by
Cemetery in atewart Courity. Tenn. graixictigkiren. two great grad,hilThe turmoil for Harry L Starkr
arrimgemente are incomplete. burasialy The better and more neat17
a Rutledge ambulance
of am cams-ate( name. Murray is
dren.
debris
and
and
ial ter U be in Fattst Detroit,
aneked thes task
being gliallucted today at two prn.
The pallbearers ore Ivan Rudolph,
Besides hat wife, Nell Jones. he Miss
I. the more abaft this service can by lien. Jay Locklart at the Oreca
The one and one-holf ton truck
Kenretti Heir hien Bucy Rhe Nix, drhen by Hale had three empty
add
carried
out
he
be
* survived by one daughter. Sgs
of
The
Pm-Mater
services.
apamorplain
Clem&
keiggseggistrillIF•
Mews.
and
Jahn
Ogde
Richard
egracestall
The
berreb on It
oar of them had
1 Bjed3.
Starks ace le. teed Witurday st ed by Tisr lidarray Minigaerae As- Rissell Grover, one seglz_e/0
#
of
New whoa we talked about fertile:eel Um the aurnmer nistrign
awned over.
the Veterans Homital at alarbville, accietoon, have been M Progresis limes arid six grandchildren,
H
r
of
dasiree
illthe
burial
at
I
tig
Paul Jerry Lee, ClIty Fireman resening the grim ahe other ewe we
East Destro* one sister. Mee. C. E.
Unmember
of
Me
Re
ems
a
:Mee
Monday
of
this
week
They
will
Tout
Ptak egad that he had just reMass. Lulu Smith of Mayfield Friendship Cemetery will be the
of certainly dad not mean Hutson aligned from his pc:orlon and the
continue through Friday The "K- Russell of St Auguatine. M.. two
• ,teuirr If there a any Wang Hut- courvol approved Borneo Farley of ion Grove Church of Christ
turned from Cairo. Illinois arid was
brothers Dewey of Stunts, and Route Plv0 deed this morning at rix J. H. Churchill !Agnew Mane.
wife;
one
include
his
Survivors
IM
eosin
at
12
00
noon
and
wtli
returning to JOille, Iron and Metal
o'clock at the Hants Nursing Horns
son tetchier sore do it is burn the 102 South 9th Street as his re- son Bobby of Murray, a grandson cod at 13:30 p. m It is hoped that Preston of Murray.
Cempiro owner of the truck Chief
pacement
L r.re,
Other local survivors are Met at Mayfteld She was ir years of
Urban
brothers.
six
Starts,
Ramie;
many
well
este
advantage
of
this
hid that Hale told him
RIO were opened on a new backSten Turner a hen-sister: Mrs age
Sewer of Mums. Game cif Hamel, Leo noon-tane worship service
OM nix-nine that It is porsable
The decresed is survived by sevIt jest makes things grow and you bite for the Murray Water &
Lillie Jones. step-mother, and Mrs
PhiladelBob
of
Fla
Diary.
of
Comhe
struck the Cavet boy but
that
eral nieces and nephews including
will agree Mis is the primary funct- &totem McKeel Equitxnent
The worship leader for Wednes- ILuta Fenner a a mother-In-law,
phia. Pa.. Iterclece of St Louts. Mo.,
ant did not know it Hale was
-bey
Max Hurt of Ka
pans bid 15150 on the Melchor Thu
ion at faitaliaer.
day
will
be
Rev
C
E
Ward,
pasetor
and J. M. of Flint. Mich
blinded in ho ride eve in an acMoe Smith was a member of the
includes trade-In allowance on an
The Auden School Parent-Teachet. Min% Baptist Church The
Pelbeeregs are Brent Edwards,
system
SON IS BORN
Mt Olive Church of Chore In Cal- er Association will hold its issit cidetit on the Benton highway
Emma Nee called up the other old newhine owned by the
preacher
for
the
day
will
be
Rey
at,
Oa v
tax This Aubrey Cannon. Trianon
loway County where funeral ser- memos of the school year in the sometime ago It wa.s on the right
nig& an emplaned Wet Hutesin end alio maudes the sales
Rhino Harmon, Ope Grogan and Hoyt Owen. pastor 01 the South
vices Wel be held Wecineeday at recreational room of the school on side of the truck that the boy WAX
fertiliser traits things grow like is• Osee tractor
Pleasant
Grove
Methodist
Church
P 4 Thomism.
two pm. with Bre James Hinckley Weckseday, April 14 at 2 30 p. m. st nek
Stokes Tremor & Implement Comcrony and would not burn • plant
Mr
Jamie
DEVI
His
and
Mrs
WIINher
adage,
is
"What
The
Cross
Hazel
CemeIn
the
Dural will be
Misaineif its very lite depended on it We pany enteral • bin on sr
are the pesetas of a baby boy who officiating
Superintendent of Murray Schools.
tery wee the Miller Funeral Home Means To Me".
Police emphasized mat Hale was
Burial will be in thr Smith family
Flanruson backhce at the price of
beaten It.
arrangeof
the
charge
in
Hese,
of
The asked for the morning trill has been narride Bart Andrus He cemetrey with the arrangements by Fred Schultz, will be the Weaker. net under arrest and that he was
mewls
deo
price
Ties
Nill N
nit devotion will be given by• the cooperating in ereryway with the
be Carl Rogers, Mrs. R W Farrell weighed seem pounds •red shree the Lew Funeral Home of Benton
mules ments
°unmet arid was born on April I
We're get• bone to pick with 0 B. the trade m allowance and
feht and fourth trachea' Others also poles' in tbear investigation Hale
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Quotes From The News
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PITTSBURGH — I. W Abel. co-chief steel union negotiator. trying to explain unverified rumors ofsignificant progress
ID bargaining with the steel industry:
"1 must have raised an eyebrow or something"

•

WASHLNGTON - Dr Jonas Salk, developer of the first
anti-polio vaccine, modestly clainung that the really tough
battles against disetu.e lie ahead "The easy ones hate been solved "
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EAXTHOUAKE WRICKA01--Greece'5 King Constantine (left,
uniform) make,. an Inspection tour of the earthquake damage in the Pelnpnernevus It „wax the second in six days, and
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SPACE "WOIX" CAPSUil---Tbe drawing etinwe(Maranon of
aelf-propelled work copsille to carry mil astronaut and his
life support system °Wavle the •pacel raft for exploration and
repair tasks. It le pre-Towed by two ('bicycler aerospace
scientists. The capsule 97 niche, high and 36 in diameter,
would become pre.ecirized only-in event of failure of the Ute
atT; rt system Of the astronaut's apace suit.
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Yanks Look The
Same To Keane
Not Funny Now

Cincinnati Reds Think They
Will Be Able To Co All Via)*

vesr but when Coiernan wenr into
By LEO H. PETERSEN
American League
tiat'irst slitna Johnson took over
UPI Sports Editor
W. L Pet. GB
The Can- :Sill time and wound up hitting .7131
TAMPA, Fla, UPD
0 1.000
1
Bait=
RBI's. Johnson
e-that. Red., who almtot won the with 31 HR's and 79
0 1 000
1
Minnesota
at third and
N..: that League pennant last sea- hastSeen some action
0 1.000
1
Detroit
SS:ler ore satisfied he
son tannic. they will go all the way l_sh he and
0 .000
Cleveland ... 00
Lan han:.:e the pooten.
that, year.
0 .000
0
Los
Harper never has lived up to his
They appear to haie the best
0 .000
. 0
Chicago
batted only .243 in
is
over-all pitching in the league. the, promise. He
0 .000
0
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in the
batting power, an out- , 1964 but there is a feeling
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1
.000
1
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City
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a
be
four-hour
to
sturned
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By FRED DOWN
has arasS City Athletics 6-2 and the Bos- standing catcher in Jain Edwards Reds cabin that he finally
DOWN
FRED
By
.000
1
0
York
New
in
ended
that
horror
19-minute
l'Pl Sports Writer
rived.
ton Red Sox downed the Was:tong- and adequate defense and speed.
tPI Sports Writer
1
.000
1
0
The Milwaukee Braves are ter- . merciful dal knee. A total of 13 Wa.shington
Nine Starting Pitchers
Milwaukee
the
concede
Yankees locked ton Senators 7-2 In other AL open"I'll
York
The
New
,
Results
Atersday's
'
runners
27
and
saw
'action
1. romans pttchers. the Philadelphia pftchers
So the 1965 Red,shz.pe up with
to Johnny Keane the first ers Cleveland at Los Angeles was Braves have an edge on us in rowsame
the
2
Washington
'I
Boston
tr:unta
two
the
base
by
on
left
and
were
by
Phillies are off and running
,- ue Pinson in cmterfield. flanked
time he saw them in American Leag- rained out and Baltimore and Chi- er, but no other club in the
bane.
BACK TO PRISON - Leroy
the New York Meta are in the eel- during the 11 -inning game. Curt . Minnesota 5 N. Y. 4 11
- in left ar.d slugger Frank
has an elge on us In any other Flame.
Dunlap, 64, who escaped durue e,
,m,ietition as the Lao time he cago were not scheduled,
nun
Ppd,
night.
A.
L.
at
Clev.
Brock
and
Lou
hits
had
Plood
four
of
tar.
The httlwaukee Brave, tinned the department." is the asy Manaaer RS:so-en in right: an infield
ing his trial In 1920 in Akron.
iao them in the World Series,
2 night
So what's new In the National and Bidi White three each to lead Detroit 6 Katifisa City
Ccietr,:n. rem Rose at second-, Leo
Ohio and was sentenced to
Only tins time it wasn't funny Cincinnati Reds 4-2. the Philadel- Dick Sider summed up his club.
scheduled.
games
,Only
while
attack
Carting!
17-tut
the
League this yew?
Ciodthas irc short and Jehnoon at
the electric chair as trigger
to see them throwing or dropping phia Phdlies downed the Hous.on - -I have to helloa the edge we
Tuesday'a Probable Pitchers
bulk
Perhaps the most aignificant do- Hanks. Roberto Pena and George'
man In a holdup murder,
Astros 2-0, the Los Angeles Dodgers hove In pitching will make the tilt- third with Edwards doing the
Aginrre
the ball all over the
CityKansas
at
for
Detroit
I
each
the
three
had
Altman
Monday's
opening
veto's:tient of
of the catching.
now is under sentence of 1
, Kinine's American League debut defeated the New York Mets 6-1, ference,"
Begot 8-17_
vs.
4-5
McLain
or
5-110
Cubs.
yielded
Sohults
Barney
came when
Sisfer I ‘is nine potenLial startto 20 years-the first degree
That pitching carried the Reds
. was ruined in a fiasco of five er- the Pot'burgh Pirates shaded the
Cleveland at Los Angeles night
:Schultz entered the game with
a tlwee-run horner to Ernie Banks
murder conviction reduced to
ers on his pitching staff. anchored
rors lidcnclay when the Minnesota San Francisco Giants 1-0 and the to withtn one game of the pennant
13-10.
Newman
vs.
7-11
-Terry
batting
and
Banks
out
two
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on.
inning
ninth
in
the
out
with two
header Jun O'Toole. a 17manslaughter. Dunlap was
-winning St. Louis in 1964 and by left
Twins (signed their srsson will a St. Louis Cardinals and Chicago
Chicago at Baltimore - Peters
found in an old soldiers home
and the Cialcago Cube, went on to hi the ninth Banks worked the
tie Soler is sure his mound staff will game winneas and right handed Jim
11-irming
10-10.
a
pkiyed
the
Cubs
over
decision
ng
5-4, 11-inni
In Washington after all those
earn a 10-10 tie with the wortd ern( to 2 and 2 and then hornered 20-8 vs. Barber 9-13.
Maloney. who despite an Off-year
be even better in 1965
Yankees, Each cf the errors- -.two in the National league.
Only games scheduled)
years of law abiding freedom.
,into the left field bleachers.
champion St. Lows Cardinals.
wtn 15 games and is considered
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Opening
Small
Power
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by
Mere
ea2h
one
and
Tresh
by Tom
Wednesday's Games
Throws Four-Hitter
Was Schultz's magnificent rile
one be Lhr top hurlers in the league.
Arturo
and
Kubek
Tony
Pepitone,
Chris Short pitched a four-hitter New York at Lea Ang.. night
Jerry Lompe and rook'. John
pitetung in the home stretch at the
He also figures that these will be
10,-:7--cuntriblittd to Minnesota
City, night
Fhe others are Joey Jay 11-11,
Sullivan hit two-run homers to more support for that ph-easel .
1964 season mat a lucky break for and Rich Allen hit a two-run ho- Cleveland at Kansas
letz.ng.
John Tsittouris 9-13, Joe Nuxhall 9-8,
power the Tigers to victory before parokiwg.
the Cardinals? Can he be counted mer As rhe Phillies ruined the As- Detroit at Minnesota
fly
pop
a
of
muff
yard
sled
A
Stormy Ellis, 10-3, Billy McCool
tnlv 18.109 fans-small openingon as an effective relief pitcher at tros home opened for 42.852 patd in Boston at Washington
with two out in the ninth inning
He is counting on Vada Pinson to 6-7_ Roger Craw, 7-9 with the
game turnout in Kansas City's 1138? Address all replies to Red Soho- the luxurious Astrodome. Short Chicago at Saltine:re
to tie the
Yankees
the
enabled
ma
Cartilrals ktest year and Gerry Arsear trig league history Mickey lat- come back from what for him
endienst, Busch Stadium. St. Louis, struck out 11. Inclurtmg the side
score at 4-4 but rookie Cesar ToNational League
•
in the fourth inmng, and walked
an 18-game winner in 1964, •poor season last year. He also ex- rigo. 7-4 ham the Mornescata Twins.
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wed _credit for the triumph al- pects additional batting power from
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Moe Drabowsky suffered the loss lar lineup sister is also 'hoping
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—
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Clorunger pay off 'in a 4-2 victory Pittsburgh Veiale, who struck out ,
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United Press International
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, .366 but still rap0 .000
Pinson hit ord.)
siotory (nee the Cincinnati Reds. 250 battens last season. fanned 10 Chicago
D. ped out 23 hovers and tad 84 runs
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0
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Alloon had reached third on Lo- crowd of 41' e Washington.
Jim °Toole hod a 3-0 lead in the ai a brilliant three-haler
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sixth when Felipe Alm beat out a Marshal. a 21-game winner id, New York
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0
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s ancininiatt
Mathews and Torre foltfsired with four-hitter until Balln"s
Tht. question is being debated tionally to set up force plays at every !many Green hit two homers and
Moriday's Results .
cam-cleave homers Torre honiered winning blow
here in the United Nations Con- base. He retired lobo Versalles and -Lee Thomas. Feelix Mental& and
Dan Drysdale pitched a four-hit- PlititabtaTh 1 8 F 0 10 18101k
again in the eighth.
•
caisson on Human Rights which "Jerzy Kirelall without trouble out Tons- Comelier° hit one meth for
ter, struck out nine and hit a 430- , log Angeles 6 New York 1
Score Without Hit
Is drafting an Irgerastional con- then Torar come through with his the Red Sex white Don Lock and
foot homer for the Dodgers to eve lalwaultee 4 Cwicininati 2
"SERVICE IS OUR BUSINESS"
Ken McMullen connected for the
to prohibit all forms of re- single.
•
The Reds scored without the aid him•4-1 lifetime record against the st L 10 chi 10 called llth
James E. Hughes, Manager
ligious intolersuwe
of a hit in the third inning and Maw Willie Davis also homered and
darkness
Hackie Jerry Fosnow, who reliev- Senators
Phone 753-9131
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'
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RE-ELECT

Thurston Furches

Kentucky
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• PP Cook's Jewelry

509 MAIN STREET 4::::rdvzings

)1:2
TH
H!

REMEMBER, EASTER IS NEXT SUNDAY!

•

•

thin.
Taraela complaints inclutle'
-R.I.elan Jew-, are brit), made
the scapegoats for economic ills
- While other rettricus commeni.its in Russia are slimed
serve their relation. se-h .
for the Jews 're being ins'em Ic

Ilrn.ronn. in different
sizes and shapes

take
led to
ni can
'Iron
o pay

.

cases
your
is to

and fortunately, so do our fine
Springweight Suits by

MAVSHIRE

•

selection of suits In this part
Factory Outlet Stores alas have the lirgeat
Men (and you get 2 sults for the
of the country. They offer suits for all,
them
Plus $1.00) in sires from 34 Ito 52. You'll find
regular price of 1 . .
colors
Ind
patterns
The
longs.
and
extra
stouts,
longs.
in regulars. shorts,
and wool tyo.rsteds and year round
are definitely spring 1%5. In cool darron
fabrics.
weights. Many silk and wool imnorted

I 12

selection of shirts. sportswear,
And lust in time for Laster . . . i big spring
straws.
hats, both felt and

132

•

Just Received . .
Jade F.ast Toiletries for Men.
and
Shipment of Bleeding Madres'Shirts in beautiful styles
$3.95
colors, at the low price of

rca
a. 12th St

F-670!
a

•

FACTORY OUTLET STORE
AND THE IVY SHOP
510 W Main - Murray

211 S. 6th St .- Mayfield
516 Broadway - Paducah
218 Main Street - Fulton
5.

1. wttheirerwTi.
perfnitool rilatirso
atresona Ti
ton tat the Iturslin Orinatox ciii
Protestant versions of the Bible
the M.u.sarn Dareetorates and the
Koran but net' tto Hebrew Sable
J.:117, have only one
—
synetrogue and one rabbi for every
16 000 ta-nevtry whlte,jtise . Runstan
*iOrthesiox have one meth for every
1,1,000 believers Ind Poets" one Moieties* and plat..e of aorrhin for 500

ACCUSE EACH OTHER IN WIFE KIIIINO-During • reenactment (left) of the slaying of his wife near Daleville, Ind,
Loyal Key, 30, Marlon, Ind, repudiated an earlier confession and said Mrs. Phyllis Haselbaker, 30. shown to custody,
fired the Its shots that lulled Ethel Key, 29 She maintaina
Key did the Mooting ROMAZIce started all this.

believers.
Forbid Jewlieli Ikons
Other echelons May produce
ritoal objects such as Ikons but not
the Jews
- The Jabs may not bake unleavened bread foe Passover
-Huseian Jews may not commontorte with co-relwrionista even in
Cornroutust countries or orranize
on a nationwide basis while others
may reee'ae foreign Relegations and
even make trips aimed.
16
1'
--likalOW Its IlteinKtrid the 1.
''riti-13egnitir literature.
licertion
,Th- Rdislans claim that Russian
Neroi have as much freedom as
other rebrionet. They point to the
existence of synagogrues and mbar, wohout stating numbers. They
maintain. that all religions must
be under statetecrarcill becsose of
the "superior requirements of public
"
order, healthy and

MAGISTRATE
Swann District
IDistrict:
To The Peopla_of The Swann Nlagicteria
re-election
Tn firinouncing my format candidacy for
this optake
I
may
District,
Swann
as Magistrate of the
placed in
portunity to thank each voter for the trust you
Me fair years ago.
have
I realize tkat all the provlems of this District
in,the
not been solved, but great progress Ills been made
drainconstruction of new roads, concrete bridges, metal
of office.
term
my,,
during
new
black-top
and
pipes,
age
best of
I pledge to you my continued efforts, to the
the
all
of
Interest
best
the
for
my ability. In working
people of this District.

HOG MARKET
SerFederal State atarket. tql.W.
vice, April 13. 1065 Kentucky' PioIn-.
, chase-area Hog Market Report
,
, eluting 8 Buying Stallone.
El;it-muted Receipts 454* Heed. Barrows and 011ta. Steady-25e tower.
U S. I. 2 and 3-150-240 lbs. $16.5011
$17.00, Few U. 8. 1 160-220
S17.10-17.35; U. S. 2 and 3 246-270
3
ibri. 81550-1615; U 13 1. 2 and
160-175 lbs. $15.21:46.75. U S. 2
arid 3 sows 400-600 Ite $12 00-13.26:
U. 8. 1 and 2 250-400 Ins S13.00If
15.00,

with
I shall make a determined effort to see and talk
consider
please
you-,
see
to
fall
I
each voter, but should
this a personal appeal for your vote and support.

Thank you

Before being shipped to Caps Kennedy, the Fairly Rica got
kik aatentut test at the Hughes factory In Los Angeles.
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Mrs. Essie Brown
Presented 25 Year
Pin At Grove Meet
ism. lifts BMW) MA presented

Engagements - Marriages
-Md•yei- Vows Read &slaty Evening

Social Calendar

7r•

Tamale,. .eprU 13
Tbe New Prosaderioe Humemakeee
Club %nil meet at the home of Mrs.
Headman Maier at one p. m.
•••
The Maryleona Prod Circle of
the Penn Methodist Church WEIC13
will meet et the social hal at 9:30
a. fn.
• ••
The Parts Road Homemakers
Club will meat at the home of Mr:
Johnny B R.vich at one pita
•••
The Alm° Hamesnakers ChM 7n
meet at the home of Mrs Don Aucy
NG OM pm.
• ••
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Foatern star will hold
its regular meeting at the Masonie
Hall at 7.30 pm
•••
The Tappan Wives ('tub van hold
Re dinner meetmg at the Triangle
Ion at six pm newcesors will be
Mesdames Ann Henry. Audrey Hendon, Willocieun Grogan. and Margaret Greenfield
•••
Chaim at the Pint Septiet Church
W58 will meet as follows - I with
Mrs. R. L Seedoixl. ID with Mrs.
Pred Ciengies. and IV with Mrs.
Mease Lann at 9:30 alp.. and II
watablre. S. L. Horn at 10:30 a.m.
•••

IRIS. PUMA ROOM? NOY=
PERSONALS
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ad wee a now length dran01
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1 chra.ii•fluor length roam id pond?,
bale Ines wer MI and her ourtrag
was a white orchid.
B—
The reception wen hdd m Wiart
"IOC CANT BUY BETTER FOOD"
11164 of the chant% fallowing the
• Filli RUKGERS
•
E
oreeregay Ma•s lesugaret Rump
415 SO I !lath Street
P•a.tne 753-9151
presided over the gust boot
a
Par Meg wsiddina trip to Banta
Iliadawa. Clarinet mid Monterey,
Cahfornai, the bride timme.a wring
aura of bone, tweed with blue acants and her 000e1M0flee Were torie
reptile viler Mir anew elf sling
paalmempas orchids from her bnair bouquet
Addition To The
Oat of town gusts for the weal_______ lira Lee Glentser of
1'lleallelailiala-311114,
geoesta aunt-
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To Be-Given Away April 19, 1965

• J&S OIL COMPANY
(ern. From terra as
Is Giving Away

10 Galrdits of,f;as Each Week
,

This Week
'
s'Winning Number for
20 GrIlons of Glsoline ...

•

1 4665 7
*
• ,a
h^ov "Answer each 1 aaria
r aor to testi wia. • a faro
the ti u ma er faceted eat
•

unclai med- wi a.
•-•ish• and cheek
• .1• '-

Winner of Gas Is Stin E
'
!igible to
Win Color TV

11w brine is a graduate of Chen801101Le it liCIA where
ahe served as gmeldent of chi °merit sorority Mir Maier afteraled
Harvard College. Sir Oellifee WU.aini Cloaneeii Matreal and California Mae PoliassolsOlc Ciatiege,
arras* where he served as mew 'sea
Kagpa Storm PM /rateray taudara Body rellreseneettiesaisinte and vas allested ter Wis.
'Viso Among datelines_ 1111 American
a lieges and „Unerenlidma
Mr and Mrs. Moyer
raids ot
s.eralale. California
ale }gar
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Cora Graves Circle of Callisge
Ptelligteriftl Chorea women will
meat se the home cif Mrs. Rabat
Jaws alt 9:30 a.
•••
The New Concord Homemaftes
Club will meet at the home of Mrs.
Tait Patterson at one p. m.
•••
The Harris Grove Homemakers
Club will meet at the lane of Mrs.
Bios Wilkereon.

Dear Abby. .

her 26-year inermherehip pin at the
Woodmen Grove dinner meeting
Thursday evening 01 the Murray
Woman's Club Houeie
sidmiheocidis
nt prevenc
tautpio
l pea
was „tat
okilepre
by

Doubtful Forecast!
Abigail Van Buren

N P. Paschen. grove presim peandecL abe IIINUClirtAiii was
by Mrs Hulen Wyatt. move vice
Prdelt, and the MOB et tomDEAR ABBY: My bullhead end of a couple kroatuat you and your
mungniglime by Mee Kathleen Pat1 ars in our Ors mad I gums we husband to • "dinner party" that
terson. sm. a-creasy.
As liemeestimg aid isamens re- coukl be called an ammo* coupe. tunas out to be an aluminum RISS
Port of IMIKollowm ab Allm Wood- We have three childirm and my demonstration?
We dressed tip as if we Tete IPman Mold OMR WWI AIM ZmolackY- htfraband Or a aced. eteady worker,
re/mean TM IRS Lowhila thew- A/though be =rely Wei Me a corn- Mg to a,atc.•.al trialaraer I had my
•••
icy Ceemowillatt held INA alga& in painena and hill act the affec- hair done and any Imoband had his
The Kenleite Homemakers Club Lowerillslbws by Aka Kid tinista type. Ile bean mitedied with base out satuntal and petaled. I
him I Nunn I DIM tient beteg am a nurse, mo to top it Off. Idled
will meet et US 13_9XM Cr WI.
mmined as eswedetrit- he alimation
to find a suitable registered Mita
ellbsr-mmon.
C'nswfard 01 ant la ac fop *a MIPIWell., for the ••• yerr
tar monthly meet mg.
beill tin Tapir/co me on the 3 to 1.1 stalk
. lellnieder Si the Sorority Oftrien•••
.0kft, seneftery of the Wen Koh- watohow die Weather Man on our I meg so funom edit I got home
The Masttanary Auxiliary of the way Woodmen Calicos, and was heal TV eastites. end he has really ghat .1 ivelle av my mind not to
North Plnalairit Grove CAurriberla.nd einieed 3areraty nee preadiat arm Solaced.amwdog about ham Wed scowl siSi. mei* dinner invitations
Presbyterian Church will meet sit wan chosen as alternate delegate OM day, risme don't WI* Do uniedesealilider 'there is IPJ UNIV,
LOST A DAY'S PAY
be the. Sovereign Clamp it, New letrthle, abbe. bid I can't, vet him
the chtwoh es moan p.rn
•• • .
York
Off my mind. He's not especially
MVO" Uhr,rt.: • %oar hostels@
Mrs. Katie Marun Overcast and euud-luoicang r he's losing his Mari
The Ladies Day luncheon:nal be
shoos M. base told, yea•hen she laserved at noon at the Caltoway Co- Mita °anon& Haaniett ved Mrs. but there s something shout his sited you what OW of a ^Mutter
unty Country Club Hostesses will AMOY Booby while in laattavilhe. made. Or maybe aaa ha owe, Any- psv"
ul planned. Rua if
i she Vg.
be Mesdames Ross ligcClatn. Ralph Mrs Sooby is a long UM, Mainber way-I've beet trying to figure out tit romparilusiship and the food
MeCtilaton. Ace McReonokia. James Of t* Murray Groove and a for- • way to meet this Weather Man w
good. seta rant about the ado
FA latiwutd. Wayne Doran. Z. C. me:tato:edema of Murray She sent in person. Would it be wrong?
shwa': A swam Ita‘ e bent worve.
greeunga
the
mealaata
.SKORILT
LOVE
local
to
Flux, Hugh Oakley. T. C. Doran.
Zi:- r • • sia....0
DEAR SECRET: YES! Forget
•
atid James
I
Others from Murray Grove at- it: If you meet him. I predict
• ••
tending the desd Camp were Mrs. tarbalence and heavy precipita151PA1t ASO 1414 '4Ift• Ind I
The Arta and Crafts Club will Pawing, Mrs Curd. Mra
Bun.
are 50
tioddnvn Are Termeet at the tame of Mrs. Neva Craw ford. and Mrs Chortle Hale.. tion. followed by • light frost.
•••
!Aye seven tins
Thai as
NV
rS a.; 2 311 p m
Atter. I thin*he
DEAR ABBY: My problem it a
•••
Plans for attending the Forcreign
.
asetted 'fifty. they
ll re
Camp in New York in August were rashes cafficult one and I hope you sten a corte
enjoy 10004 et strand honeyThursday. April 15
disioneed In order to get an idea bave a reasansible answer for ma could
illelsn Stuiday Astrooi Clam
The Buranems and Professional
if youOggiogi,
I mean.
Of. the oast of such a trip. Mrs. I have•sompfethar who clowroarm imam
of the
Demure Church will Wasneras Club
Z
1'1
es she
will meet at the Grow Siedd was aaked to give a the TV wit.
I am watchdog new. aa troy wale says .
meek*
Rie bra* of itss.
Wornan s Club Howe at 610 p.m.
shalreo•rime getting Menregion of her trap to New Tort left Wing whon he cornea home, he dose/
Hoilitts.-906 Poplar Elteeet, at seven •
•• •
meaner and the expense ot such talks right up to the it arm chang- neenfin tali in Ste Abbe, do you
Pm with Or
"IV. esolisosei OIF
es the program No one tithe fain- thine it Wgingq,. of 50 could get
Meacham Lee Warren Ptak. capThe Horne Deparumed fit the a trip Some eight or ten expressed
has anything to my about st- Pregnant? '
tain. At A Doberty, WIRmrts rker Murray Woman's Club will. here a an Interest hi making the trip this
Drar GRANDPA: The carmen
out evai nay mother. We can't afHillCiardeer, Ores Hendridni. Ad potluck !unchain at the dab hewn a steamer,
ford a smarm TV set, so ante out, seg. eitailliktslahr ssiandord. But
rert4.- torilde titeco-.
at al 30 phi_ Hoetathr, Will be
!• Mink Terry Lawrence invited the He is the moat unfriendly mon ..Pre UN
row wtre's
Anuth. Edema Wakaialla sad A.
Meadaines H E
Charlie Rene= Club to mast a at her on
ever known No matter bow hard I do( tor,
••• •
Crawford. Frank Holcomb. Max
Amel AL lam Clams Hubble will be try to dam • converomikes
"
I
Mgt N. P Hutaon. Ocallenoclore
to-hoseres.
ham, ski he ever says to me to "Yeels,"
Japer and David Henry.
The Westover' Attie cd the Weor Alla or -Goodbye" Plasm mew
•••
amastrikomety of Christian awake
and ail nein/ Of the church we werdu. tn your chianti because I
et the -First Methafent Chinch will
The Willing Wafters, Clam elf mesas.
dont west my mother to knowal
meet at 7 30 p m. Ii the social bail the Ilicalts Grove Biotin Cherub
•••
We to you.
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
of the chanzei with
DlatatterTED STEPSON
• meM at the home of Mrs. J H.
The foetal Murray lionmeaters
aellocalaseraelaa-llasai
-a•
C. yr" ilbeils as Cerrrillog- eit ,X30 p. m. A ,bride&
"%lam You Get The Beer
hostelli-es Mrs. William Barter it shawer rot ham oigedwre Olirriehn Kenneth Owen. South leth Stivet. wring, your stepfather Is the Used
programa ieader.
and Mrs. Glen Stance will be given
sif the house. so Ariel attempt to
m.
130_p.at
erases with an unreasonable maa.
PICEA P k DELIVERY
His inconsideration is welting a
bad example, but you can set a
better one by tnieraUng the in 204 N. Fourth St.
CAMEOS:
Jake with good humor. patience
P • lie*ad u nderata nd ins
d, yoons people seldom know
whim' problems their parents, might
be battling.)

SUPERIOR
FREE
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The Oscarcatt

The 'Tin' God That Actors Worship

by 1111 MISURIU.
TRES IS THE time of year
when heart' and hopes run high
in Hollywood. The hour draws
near for the earning of winners
be the Oscar ineeepetakes, These
deals however, interest in the
awards is atit concentrated solely among IRMO peoplf and
fans.
Come Aprg 5 at 10 p.m., upwards of 50 million viewers will
be tuned be the ABC-TV network to watch the 37th annual
swards Mow of the Academy
if Motion Picture Arts and Sciences lie ft =fel& live in Uis
Santa Monica Chic Auditorium.
Or as It la known In abort, the
OsearcaiL
The ceremonies will be presided over for the 10th tame by
Bob Hope. The sharp eyes a
the TV cameras will not only
be focused on him but will zoom
In for closeups on the smilingly
tense faces of the winners and
looers in their moments of triumph or defeat. This la where
you really use acting.
•• •
HERE'S a simple scorecard
for viewers on the nominations
in the three key categories,
(Sown by some 2,600 members
11 the Academy by secret ballot:
For Best Perform:ant e by an
Actress Julie Andrews ("Mary
Ono of this year's Academy Award nominee's, Julio An.
Pagilema). Anne Bancroft
draws, stands hopefully beside im big replica of the Oscar.
Pumpkin Eater"). Saphis.
Winner, are selected by nomiL.
=age Italia p bedC$lIy. but his exterior is
gold-plated. He was ' born" In natiens and final voting. Each
attlieh
)awl MT shortly after the Academy branch of the Acadery nominates members 111110 own cateea a Wet was founded.
At a-meeting of the Acad- gory. Attars _nominate for lacgovernara
of
board
first
emy's
tates, cinematographers for phoPat MIR PWIIKARMIKS lry sit
there was a diactissica: about togrnphy, musicians for music,
Aidesuallthard
et"), Rest Barbra ("My Fair what type of award shroud ha etc., with the result that experts
Lady"). Oster O'ennie ("Reck- made-- plaques, ecrolle, medak who "know" name the flys best
st"), Anthony Quinn (-Mew or merit certifirate*. While the achievements in the compeUtion
the Greek") and Peter Sellers dascurarlon was going or, 'art di- foe each award. The ballots are
rector Cedric Gibbons made P then sent to an- auditing firm
("Dr. Strangelove").
For Rost Picture of the Year 11Alifh. sketch on a tablecloth where they ere tabulated.
The final balloting is handled
-"Becket," "Dr. Strangelove," of the figure of a man in dy"Mary Poppins," "My Fair namic. Militant pose He heal differently, with the entire
!word
enisadera
end
stood
a
Membership voting the awards
lady' and "Zorba the Greek."
on a reel of film. The bnard ap- al
eategories These ballots
• ••
preyed al the akettar land later are raw writ to the auditors and
TWIE wrivrerma ee an Oscar wint it to Lea Angeles sculptor carefully rounted. The names of
I. the dream and grad of per- George Stanley. We° brought the winners
are kept secret unhaps every man and woman forth the statuette given to win- til the waled envelopes
containeonnected with Um art and ners through the years.
ing such names are deliveried to
• • •
faience ends of the mmle busithe Academy' president on the
ness. Cl PAPM1111 the recipient A
TIM FIRST YFAla Oscar was stage *there the presentations
permanent place In Hollywood'. awarded,only 15 statuettes were are made.
Hall of frame. If the Winner Is given to winner,. With the
Viewers might Like the advice
a performer, It may alai bring growth of the film industry. of
host Bob Hope, who quipped
wealth with It at the box office. more clarielfications were added. at a
previous Oscars-eat: "Keep
The lets-trek view of an Ori- Today there are 24 travir award'', your eyes on the !mare as they
air is negligible. The six and plus a varying number of Frie- applaud the winners. You'll see
three-quarter pc/Mid, 1 -Inch del and honorary awards which groat und•rstanding, great
firm erode about Ma flea • may be voted by the board of sportirnanshOP-aad,--bbovs all.
toMistimiloa It US sod copper governors
1•Ctut at
lhatrniateihr ELeit DEMO fieberdet

(-aks

MAR AIRY: WOW do mu OMB

"his My Son" IS
Theme Of Program •
At ICSCS Meeting'
The Wornan's annetv of Mtn,liass Rervoce or the Beettd. Aryilts
Casepst. end Independence Method01 Chiltern, twirl their April meetling M the Bethel Church
, ••i•
••• -s • was the theme of
by Mrs Mamie
• ,
..ric rho perpopp of the
Sea .
•
ra end akin manned ths
woatinm cent,r shift was the open
SIRe a. inked tw two liationi raftabr.- irid awned by a MOD Which
dieplared the reamer:non colors of
Villa racks, and purples.
711e statement of the drone was
✓isen in four ports as follows:
Muwool --- song, 'He Arose- with
Mhos Connie Evans at the piano
talk by Mrs Joe IL
Vs- bet tleatCh
Dnurstic
a dialogue by Mrs.
Asthma Perkins acid Mae. litelle
Woods
Mrs Londe RowDios"oast
land and Mrs. Mal* blertors
Myer/ were aide in unman and
Mrs Wane pronawiced the biltk.
Monte
The president. Mil. Myrtle heats,
e the buresnew wr.ion
pre..ut• led
at vatatift nine it Vi"••11 voted to send
a love offering to the Bethiehrm
Ca titer and Weekey House
Plano were mode to give • banoust tor WV 1111Mhiellit vow, Fitbawd* et the Iles churches and.
s knelagell Bleeiaceels
Wm berm MOM dare She Wes-•
_ _ _
',WW1 reptit-' Dermaourriftwilmlieds inure served to dhe asetribeei moombets said
three yeetrim,
Ames.
Maas Comae Evans, it bles Wanda Wesson.
•• •

1985
KENTUCKY
NOMECOMING YEAR

LOCKED OUT??
CALL HALE!!

OAR TRAILER PARK
AND LOCK SHOP
TR 111.1.11ti FOR SALE
and" RENT

7511-39110
Mayfield Rd. near 6 Point.;

•

•

••

••.

The best thing about
the new
Bulova
"Commander"
doesn't
cost you a
penny
extra!

•

•

It's the
unique
Bulova
standard

of quality!:
'Want pen0fr-Come We -the
eCommv4era.-30-lewei, luxe
airy-slim, self-winding water.,
proof' . priced from $59 95.!
.lo other watch can match la
for beauty, quality as, and,
value
evolver case. omen. crystal se intact. 1
'Where something happy
&WWII••1
gulova Watch lamer
-Le• a
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We are overstocked, due to the bad weather! We must sell S25,000.00 worth of Easter
Merchandise to make room for our new Summer Merchandise!
• SAVE 20(e TO 30C
( •
• SHOP EARLY AND SAVE •
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Children's Blue
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97cpl.
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E
6
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Hurry!
Hurry!
Hurry!
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$1.33

-, •
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NOW
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100
BOYS' 6-16

1
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Girl's
* EASTER *

BONNETS

GIRL'S EASTER
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DRESSES

ea

Ladies
CANVAS

Sale

SNEAKERS
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1.98

ONLY

Save
Now!

$1.33

TIES
77!
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EACH

only

MEN'S

Boys' SIIOIT SLEEVE

* LADIES

SHOP

RESSES

AND

A Real Buy At

SAVE!

$3.00

iw
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SLIM *
JIMS

-errt

,

133 1
Girl's

SLIPS
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RAYON TRICOT
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22'

Hurry For These!

Bias and $3.88
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BOY'S

*

Hurry
For

YOUR
CHOICE
ONLY

These!

HURRY
FOR
THESE!

$2.98 -Ladies' SPRING

Ladies'

Buy Now and Save!

3 EASTER
HAMS
TO BE GIVEN
AWAY FREE
NOTHING TO BUY,
JUST COME IN
AND REGISTER

DRESS

*

SHIRTS

$1.69.a
* LADIES

SKIRTS
FREE -FREE

* MEN'S DRESS *

PANTS

SPKIAU LADIES

Ladies

•••••

••
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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, April 14, 1965

In Our 06th Year

Seen & Heard Adult Fanner
Class Feted
Around
MURRAY By Local Bank

Asa Simmons
Passes Away
This Morning

•

Friends Come To
Aid Of Neighbor
Friends and neighbors of Jack
Parker have collected $368 to aid
his win-7w In paying for dectore
bills. tragital and burial bills
Mr Parker who was ill for ten
years tofore het death last neck.
suffered wilt arthritis which confined ham to a wbereemir much of
the tone and prevented his working
Neighbors along the old Mornay
slid Paris rued collected V.268 aid
the Green Plain Church of Christ
cotenbuted $100 from its memeren
shin
Those who would like to contribute to this fund may give the
money to any of the neighbor:,
along the rood where he Used
Any mangy over the required
amount to pay off bins Incidental
to hr; &nth will be gtven to Mrs
Patter

Hurray Population 10,100

Roy England
Stricken By
Heart Attack

1

The Only
Afternoon Daily
In Murray And
Calloway County

Vol. LXXXVI No. 89

Police Charge
Negligence In
Death Of Boy

Roy England of Murray Ron:
este Wino Simmons, sae 93. died
Ogic
ot cutter at Johnson's Grt
*0. m,
riv-v7 treowing an lllfleii
cern died Tuesday at 12 30 pm
of several months He wee a member
after bt•Ing sterten with a heart
ef a nirener family in
%Mestere
itnok white on his way back to
Kentneks awl the son of John e
.
work
He become lit near the
'mad Sarah Menmone
Sevtanth and Pophir Church of
The der.a•sell Was a rat ft nee In
Chest and slopped another emthe Inetehand•Se firm of
Allbritten
pkayee of the store for help She
James Darrell Hale his been was allowed to go to his home but
cnd Stmmates from 1908 to 1943
:-toottmoned an ambulance acid tie charted with negligence in the to be ready for a call in the 'vent
He mairiged the farm where he
died shortly afterwards
death of eight year old Charles he was needed Police called him
lived in the NeW Providence section
The deceased wee 56 years of age Cavite ton of Mr and Mrs. J C. again at 12 30 am on Tuesday and
of the county until his death
and
a no-fiber of the Salem leap- Cavite car Monday nwht.
he was areain interrogated until
Edwin Oriel:4r
Simmons Was a member of the
t:se Church,
board of directors of the Old First
Yuunit Cann ass killed instent- about 2.00 a ni.
Sweeny- include his wife, Mrs ly when he was struck
He again came to the court houee
Nation-el think of Murray He held
by a truck
(Oracle Snow Englund or Murray Aron:1/y
on Tuesday morning. Sheriff Rickaffiliation with the modern Wooddriven by Hale
Route
One.
his mother. Mrs Ada
man orgereastion and was a memThe warrant of arrest imued by Irian said that Hale cooperated 'sett.
&eland of Milburn. four daugh- she County
ber of the Nea Providence Church
Judge read that Hale the police in every way and worked
terly,
Mrs
James
Sulliyan of May- -unlowfulty operated a 1963
with them on the invertigalion to
of Christ
Ford
Mrs.
field.
Bobby
Gibson
of Green- one and one-half ton truck owned &neve at a eolution.
Survivors Include ha wife. Mrs
Echlin Brinier College High sen%
Ole
Woos.
Gad
He told the police that he could
Anti
and Sun-':e by Metton Jones. in Murray. CalTaylor
Simmons,
one
ior. has rust received • echolnrshtp Bertha
England (4 Murray Route One: loway County:. Kentucky. going
Hilton Wtilkons.
in have been the person who drove
from Vanderbilt University for t965- daughter. Mns
Mrs Genevieve Livingston Book four sons. Janne L England of an easterly
Lynn Grove three sons. Willed
direction on Spruce the truck ohich killed the boy but
96
8e-silort Librarian for the Tlerxirt - Warren their, Douglass A Eng- Street between
Second and Fourth was not armee of it
Edwin will use the $400 scholar- Orville Sirrineme of Jack:nen. Tenn., went of
Hale is blind on his right eye and
Libraries. was in Murray kind of Mayfind Plc - Ronald Dale streets. between 6.00 pm and 6
30
▪
renewable for the following Audrey W &merlons of Murree. today at
England of Benthoider. Germany. p.m in a nerentent
the Murray -Cellowa
manner ao as it was on the right rode of the truck
yawl to continue study In his ma - and John Chewer femme* gf COUlay
that the buy died. Hale t, vision 111
Public Lebrery The pur- and Larry Allen Belgian, of Murray to cater end vehicle to
Memphis. Term e. eight grendetuldcause the
jar
chemistry
pose of Mrs Livingston's visit was Route Two one bream. Elmo Eng- death
of Churlee Cavan age I years. the other eye le thought to be in
Chosen as Brot-Oroorned Boy in ren nine great grandchildren Ons to Inspect
the ken! book collection land of Fancy Farm. j2 resold- mid yehicie being
good condition
driven In a reekhigh acbool Edwin was also named sen Edwin Gentry flimmone died end to
denerrene Its present and ohthrein
lie am placed Under a bond of
kw manner lifKI without ke ;ping
to the students is Outstanding in in 17
heure needs
s
Punta! arrangenwants are incom- a peeper lookout
$500 and bound over to the May
Funnel services will be held
ahead as .1 ren
School lervice
Calloney County, caw of the two plete pending the arrival of Pfc.
sociable prudent man would have Grand Jury.
Ho served as president of his ,un- Thursday at 2:30 pm at the New counties
in Kentucky Mel/tied as England from Germany Friends
done The information contained
toor ohm. sod is at prevent a mam- Providence Church of Christ with pilot
Seery demoneastrons. will may Nall at the Max H Churchill
herein to bawd upon inform akin
ba' at Student Council. representing Beer Elvis Hotfoot and Bro Jag receive a
large selection of books Funeral Home
Lockhart offiebinni
suppbed entente by LaVonda Win
the allitli011
records petntinee. inamistries. and
Pallbearers
Items 13 years of age, Mrs Arthur
will
be
Dough. Other materials
Minn is a number or Beta Club
for a twenty-one
11[1nnet defendant James Darrell
Hi is the son ot lagr and Mrs Shoemaker Aubrey Hatcher. Janda month period In
&Meteors
the librLamb. Odell 'Lamb. Bill Hendee,
Hale: and Tyrone Mr-Coliston and
1113mer Staniar Route One
ary. Which Ids been moved to a
end Eunice Hamden
Dell Hobart WC:union, ohildren of
new loration 008 Mom Street. sill
Lraerrnent will be in the New
,and Mrs Chester McCuoitob."
recerve new Rarreture afire maProvidence Cemetery with the re
codma-bLaaltiallaa Leila*
nenterectensie
AIMS.
wiere-htert
rategemente by the ..i
mid that Hale returned from A inp
. Churchill
printer-readet. San males other
Funeral Henn where friends %ray
to Cairo. Illinois on Monday night'
needed teams A new record ploy call. .
and turned off of Fourth Sten* onen has arnved, several hundred new
Mrs James Byrn was hostess for
to Spruot Street Young Casio and
'The Owes Cementety School
boots are allerady on the premises 4 the meeting of the Calloway Counon the oast aide of the anent Mier"
Tyrone Mid Deli Robert McClinton
Adoebtion
will
Ms and //oedema Benxi Jet- Pleant-Teacher
and additional staff members have ty Geneakeriad Society held MenGaylon James passed away last
Walnut oruswea IL.
were Owing etc in the yard of
IOW Thurrday April 15 at 2 30
been hired
keg. Hares 111110i. W H Brooks:
der afternoon at her home In
inapt at 7 30 at the Purvear NimWaiss llorribuckle. uncle of the
pm at the school
No sewing date Iris been an- Ctrearagna
Binneoge Oadm Bed* ell, J.
bi, Rome His sudden death Wr'1
Seaseesse India attantlin WPM t* IAN
, Warne 11111.1100m, dillector of SSboy.
•
/:tiew. 110111nrd ending "din
nounced es 71s.
allelbuted to a heart attack. He
sieuegian at 13th arid Eyeliner,
T tic.nt Teaching all Murray dent, ColAs the truck driver. by Hale
Crow,
adult
The
meats*
was
calleteecreddee
Cunningham.
Morgan
Cunntng- lege will
MN 73 mars of as end a member
streslo ease tag booed traffic
eithed•the site shire into wire
mesa on student Leaden'
Otero:
Nursery
by MINI Oro Mewagemere Mss.
or the South Pleisant Grove Meturning south on 12th Street is hem Oat. C Halt Earnest .stadray, In the Murray Elementary System
nsetne Young Ostia sPerbreht.
Patients Admitted
H
Key
reed
the
minutes
of
the
Charles
Marine
Hose
thorns( Church
McOallon,
goon littbe opportune> to noose as
The Mit grade sill give the deParrents Irientratel
hat meeting and Mrs Foremen ran toward the treat, threw 'hp
Survivors include his wife. Mrs
king re anyone a coming east on Bob Montgomery Mhz Cover Bar- votion and the second grade we:
eireemun gave the treasurer, re- iris arma to pro e•!Y e Os,11C- Attele Jams
on
Palmer.
Kenneth
Palmer.
Hutt
Moil: one osogoPancras admitted from Fraley 910
Sol-ignore
L ordlang to Sherlt litoltgant, Wet
rirovide the 171110C
port
Paltrier. Lynn Parker, Linde Parter,
Mrs. Lhasa Jana of Raillgord
• m to Monday .9.4f4
-elw
AI II under the truth allid
-Mrs Prior Doyle made a proHenry Meitner, will be the
rish. May Smith. Chtfiond Smith.
III.: one soh, Charles T Mew of
• trees arrow giving this west
Sheriff Hieknom gait last Hole
Mrs Georg,. Rims Router. Mrs. Warship Leader for the 111:00 nonn gram report an the society's book.
Chides B Marie John Tucker-. Ver- Funeral
Nashville, Tenn one daughter-innovel traffic the opportunity to
°untamed
clam
ti
Spews
Street
oi
non Tucker and Bally Tldwen:
• Morale Kingins, 1601 Farmer. Mrs Re-Mater Services stildh are in "Cenwteries of Oalloway and Adlay. Mrs. Mitch James of Bondsturn gouda before met bound trafthe
truck
which
a
was
loaded
ith
Menem Ray Brownfield June. GariSen Hendrick and baby boy. Route program it 16w ?Int Methodist /airing °aunties" The stencils have
ham. Ma. two slaters. Mrs Pearl
fw a rammed would remeiy the
empty oil drunis one of which was
land Frank latorgaarnery mad Mel5. Arthur Harkin. Route 3. Bud Church throtarti Friday of this week been cut for an the cemeteries in
Moore of Hebei and Mrs !Oen
sit uaLltav
turned
over.
unaware
that
an
AcFuneral
services
for
Bonnie Wenck. Terre Haute Indian, Mrs.
These seentees are sponsineed by Cedloway county and are ready for
vin Young
Weather of Akron Ohio. orve brohad
cident
uccarred
Shultz
are
being
held
the
the
today
Murray Ministerial Association
'Minter
at two Geese Cathey, Route 1: Mrs Mary
th( r Lem Jatneti of Hazel
We see the mime etude:in all the
He said that Hale continued to
pm at the Max H Churchill Tun- Cream. Lyruseille.
The society voted to publish the
The funeral mil be conducted by
Mrs
Promo Rev Stephen Menne pastor of the
the JUDOS Iron ek Metal tympany,
terne on the court square sneeze
ers! Horne chapel with Rev Jim Thornton. Route
Lutheran
book
Mope!
in
of
two
volumes Volume I will
Murray will
Rev Hoyt Owen at the Hazel Me3; Mrs. Cherie
traffk going north on tooth arid
got into his own car and drove
Nance arid Rev le F Veiggington Re.ninaway.
bring
contain
the
sermon
using
records
topic
as
Galloway
hkof
Counthodize Church on Thursday at twe
Parintigtain lirs Juturning Welt on Mart is heat ,m by
offdilating
ty Cernetenes and Volume II will hack user the same route to mach pm (Wowed by burial in the BOlith
lian Harrell Bemire Mrs. John 'It Is Mniehed“
P'Ourth Street When he arrived at Pleasant Grove
Shultz age 52 died Saturday In Lupe. Model.
Mns
Often
contain
Doran
well
those
bring
of
antenna
the
counties.
cemetery with die
Terineenee. Mrs Daisy
teregiUmied se Page 01,
Chicago. 111 He is survived by one Shoemaker. 723 Nash
The group wan begin research on the scene of the accident a crowd arningerrients by the Miller Funeral
Drive, Wy- speriel music for the Thursday sergaiter, Mrs. None Downy of Fern- bert Morns. Rune
vice Dan MoDaniel will be the or- histories of Galloway Comity fami- had gathered and he stopped to in- Home of Hazel where
friends may
3. Joe Oldhem,
dale. Moho one brother. Connie Almo. Mrs Dewayne Smith
lies as their next project. In the quire as to what was going on. Its call
and mdse.
was told that A red truck whish
Shuts of Bell Cho: one aunt. Mrs. baby girl. 1100 Vine. Mrs
Members
the
Murray
of
future
Kiwants
the
material
will
be
available
Alice
had Net swie theough hod struck
F L Dublin of Murray
for a very nominal fee
Sheridan, Hazel. Bailey Reggrras, Club Mk *serve ma ushers
The Murray High School Senior
Pallbearers Include Jamas Boyd S leith. Wenn Fiddle. Route 6.
The pubbr It cordially invited to
Mina Meritgomery showed an old and killed a boy
Hare Wmilm- en Comp 118 will Band will moneor • randy sale to- Hardline
Hale Mind at the scene until
Gereed Shorts. Harold Mrs Lionel Vokrey 832 N 19th. attend this service
fame)
, Basle copyrighted in 1826.
held ite regular meeting Thureday morrow night Men 6 011 pm to Shultz Darrell Shultz and
It ciustains the family record of police arrived and told them that
Sam Mee Mary Vaugtm Ooktwater Rd.
April 15 at 7 30 pm seethe Wood- 9 00 pm The Caltflaly sold will be Mot heral
at
might have been the turret he
Winton and Maness Montgomery
Mn,. Jensen Ray. Buchanan, Masmen Hall
the "World's Finset Choonlateof Rockinehmn 00,inty. North Car- Was drying since he had mat coine
Interment will be in the Young ter Rumen Malfletall Dexter Mrs
Randall Pridemore consul comthrough
the area. He and It was
Cemetery! with the arrangemente °Maus Gower Hama John Nance
olina
The brio bars will sal for 5,0c
mateler ultra all Wraleknen to atby the Max If Churehill Funeral • , 1715 P•ii man John Muter
Their War. Richard Monroe, was easily poemble that his truck might
win
math
with
Use
paint
to
go
toward
tend
Horne
Use oundlother of Miss Montgom- have struck the boy but that he
Onlitme Come
BVeon
Wintiraff
regibiteng sguipinst in Ow band
-- ery It as eitereeting to non that did not know for sure since the oil
Cadiz.
room of the school and to finance
An Easter egg burst for the chilRichard Monroe was ennui& his drums mats it lot of none and the
the trip for the band to the Strawdren of Calloway County will be
An aunt-art/0e came out second
Patent. diemiased from Friday OM
micie in Kentucky and mei Olin- truck was old and beery.
berry Fennel at Humbolt Tennesheld at the fairgrounds on Sundry.
He accompanied puttee to the Lee NM night atxotot 9 30 when It
ono to lellenday 9:96 am.
ere% Stubbiefieid He was so ensee
April 18 by the Murray Moab
Mrs Loyd Beane. 403 5 12th,
amored by her charms that he police stereos' ere, told all chat he struck a mare owned by Corm
Lodge
Reeddanto are used to buy the
made seven trice on horweback from kites concernuig the accident end Wrlhanis on the Mayfield Highway
Mrs
The Hazel Elementary School Mrs Robert Cone. Benton
All otakiren age 12 arid tender are
about ono-h.Of mile from the city
candy to help the Senior Band Parent-Teacher
North ORITatTla to Kentucky to be
Awociation
will Mark Palter. Melid1,111 Imo Mn
invited Penni for specially marked
lim.fs
which has won mem honors since hold Its regune meeting on
hilidedniess newmase
her On Christi-ma Eve. 1854 durThum- Ronaid WhItliekl and baby girl 206
illehtde two bicycles, two wet.1 0 -Psortore detern a 1150
Phillip Shelton. Band Director. art- (%) April 16. al 7 30 prn
attire le -1•1: Frank Hail. Meyfiekt Mre ens, two tricycke and several ing his external trtp, they were marKentucky lake: 7 am 36111, awned rigs Melee at the Nigh school mohool
Bank emelt •he stern e, as it was
We livered, Hazel; Larry Iiilhard. ethers
ried
•
down 1.1. Meow dem 325 1 rio
. 1 h. ail. tahleid of
or the h'che Al
A fern on "ftdety" will be ehown 419 N Cheri. Mrs Leon Or IMO
Foilowing the buntings grown the
One prise per nub is set up by
the car a*S brokr., *h.. howl bent.
change: 10 gates open Water temand Reims Owera wfll give the Oallosiay. Mrs Marten Young RI the lodge
hostess served refreshment.; to Mrs
perature $1.
th left front fentior smashed. a
devotion
2: Mrs Astherine Pittman and baby
D J Millet. Mrs I H Rey. Mrs.
The Murray College High PTA hole knocked in the radotor and
Brrids Dmn headwater - 141.2,
The. PTA office's will be in boy. Hasel. Mrs Mary Melte 412
Price Doyle. Mrs Foreman (Jr-swill nit-ti Thdrsday. AprIl 15 sig !! the left front headlight mashed.
down 0.2, %/Mater 333 4 down 1.7.
charge of the axial hour to be held II ith: Mrei Glees Rumfetk 210
ham. Mrs W C Waedrop. Mrs Joe
7.30 pm
Sunrise 5 34. !nowt 6.30.
A small scratch was found on the
.
follorining the meeting.
8, 150h: N. P. Persehall. Route 'le
H Alibretee anal Mee Erin MontDr Clad Weisel. Heed of the mare Deputy: Sheriff Gene Parker
Moon sofa 3m am
Mrs James. Philtre. president, -AKE
gomery
Old Pear
Ph yokel 1111dUcation 'Department , invostigated the accident
a ineetang of -the ex- Raid: liOS Was Keys. Alino. ?teal
rites for Mrs Lulu Smith
.„
a ill prerent the program centerLeo Aleiarthdee eampua policeman enallive beard at ax pm. at the Patron. Mieltaey Rudy Pens. N His,
Weetern Kentucky
increment
me bang had today at two p m.
ing around good heaRh and the
eireiclinew and wanner today with at Murray State College reported add*
Mrs. -Aaoe °Lupien, Water Valley.
at the Mt OUve thumb of Christ
PTA theme for thia month "Miyweetteree showere ard prerliblv a veshardsm flat lee 41l. wet ogle• Concreay County with Elm
ake' Fitrient - Meets the Challenge
fess thundershowere beginner% thie wiped by Jame Alfred Tontine from
Shorkley
James
offelliting
of Change.CONVALF.SCENT DIVISION
afternoran Highs today low to mid .Tenginatie with the or* damage reMire Smith age r • reeklent of
Mrs Joe Neil Rayburn's second
Rex Bilhrwton. superintendent of
70s, 'Tonight cloudy and warmer melts* beam • broken mirror .on
Oernaie
52
Mayfiekl
Five
Route
died
Tuesday
Don Oyerbey Murray attorney grade will etse the devotion Or. the Murray Sanuption System, mid
with showers and wargered thund- the truck
Patients admitted from April 5, monad at the Harris Nursing was the speaker at the
dinner meet- and Mrs Frank eerly are host/. the pickup of dArfs
ershowers, low in the 50a Totorlay
the city en
The mew Egg Hunt for all 1965, to April 12, 1965.
ROMP at Mayfield Among the sur- ing of the Taman Wives Club held
He said that the mare who was
The election of officers for the a once a week beta% sell start on
cooler In the afteennem
Mrs Fanny Roby May(WM Ed veyors e a nephew. Max Hurt of Tuesday evening at six o'clock at school year 1965-66 will be held •tdoing mine repair work at the local children of the members of the Oaks
Wednesday. April 21. on the north
LI, be held at the Club on Pee,,201 8 15th
tOA nore. belted ham up while =
Kittery
this meeting.
the Triarwle Inee
side of the city, and on Thurolay.
FIVE DAY FORECAST
. April 17. at 10 am
he woe on the On retorted to hem
Patients illenikeed Iran April &
Bruial
he In the fernith family
"Property Ftertits and the HouseApril 22. on the south son of the
LOUISVILLE CPO - The flee-day
Each child Is asked to bring five INC I. April It, 1965.
whet had occurred and paid for
cemetery with the arrangements wife" waft the niteect of the very
cit s
Kentaidey %weather outlook. ThursNone
the nwnages He reprted to Alex- renoterl Ma and a basket All memby the Linn Funeral Home of Bet,- Internam and informing talk by
This service will be in addition
daY thereade Monday. by the US ander that an he Was
panning the bers are urged to &trend.
Mr Overbey who was introduced
to the regular service of the MurWeather Bureau
truck another motoriet crowded him
BLOOD BANK
by
Aron
Mtai
ohairman
Henry.
of
ray Sandal het System
Temperatures win average 4 deONE Anisityro
over muted him to break the outDRIFT WOOD SHOW
the hostess' coMmittee
Billington salted that items to
grees below normal leghs of 64 to
aide Mirror of the truck
Mond donnrs who participate in
During
business
tendon
the
the
bc
picked ugbe itacked at the curb
71 and normal lows of 41 to 51 in
One person WAS arrested for the American Red Crowe Blond proA drift wood show is underway club voted to give twenty-five dolThe
Murtay
Kiwarus
on
designated days Any small trees,
the porton The range will be 4 deClub
will
Alexander maid net he gppre- public drunitennees by the Money tium are
helping in the fight at the AnWeltaill Legion building len% each to the School of New meet it the Murray Woman-i's
etc
rein above. normal In the wed.
. shored be Wand Inn ernoto so
Club
Mated the motion of the man. since POLiCe Department on Tuesday. ac.
salsas disease and death Would nee went of Reeliore Lake with the Hope and the Mental Health Chore House on Thugeday
night, at 6 30 that two men may hand* them
It will be motet* around the week- many weuld hove driven on owl cording ftli Charlie
Mare radio wee- ifoo give a pint, Sign up April admission 50e for adults during the
Mrs Robert Mover gave thanks Mernibere are urged to note the easily The beeter and more neatly
end and then become a hit war- left the CaltrIlar for him to pay for. der
17th from 9 a in to 12 Noon at week sod $1 00 on Survitty The preceding the meal
(lunge in weenie peace
mer early next week
stacked thts trash and debris O.
The man was in Minn)
, for the
altatkine were given to two per- the Bank of Murray or at the thaw entle on Sunday and
has a
Hagas were Mrs, Henry Mrs
John Mikulcik will be In charge ! the more meaty this service can be
Precilpit•stion will total from one- day orth and could have really dia- sons for al:in.:ling. one
for having Peoples Bent Ter further infor- large extabit of driftwood and what Audrey Hendon
Mrs Wilkelean or the program and will present carried out. he fueneer said
half to one inch as showers 'Munn mewed the miner fmm his mind. no operators, licence,
arid one for matey; call your local American can be done with It Children are
Grogan, end Mrs Margaret Omen- Profemor William Bonham of the 1 The service wilt' be neainued
doy and again (war the weekend
but did not
having/ no state license
Rai Orme Phone 763-1421
admitted tree
fle id.
Speech Department of the college during the summer months.
Joules B-endon. orterident of th•;
about whot laws
and what laws Prolosy Ad-it Farther Cleft. ore* meeting of the Our; last
these days that •
rens* at the Toth Sine Reetaurnit.
sick of it.
when they were served a familyWe are a nation of lows developed 'Pyle fith supper by the Peoples
Iran a bi.ustrous, expanding civili- Bank
Kidney was one of the adult
zation which celled on the individual to take care of himself farmer dames to son fiat place
ond tus loved ones hmoeir for in the attendance congest this yen.
Harvey Ms of the Bank praised
much of the unit
the class for having such • good
— -After (-Unbutton spreaui over the attendance mart and for carrying
continent. firm laws MO come about on the fine adult fanner program
and [today' people are expeoLsd to He also pointed out that the Kirk*.abey them vrheither they like them sey con:untidy bad long been one
of the Wading fanning communities
or not
of the county and of this area.
County Superintendent
Buren
Tbe place to get laws changed is
Jeffrey praised the ribs for Ka
In the General Assembly or the
good wort and W. H. Brooks. inUnited Strata Condoms
structor. for carrying on one of
the
best adult former programs m
Seine people are for obeying the
the state Mr Jeffrey also said
IOW when it ambers to the other
that he and the Calloway ('-aunty
fellow, but think a special retentBawd of Education were happy to
ion should be made when it get*
be able to furnish this service free
eluoto home
to the farmers of the county aid
that he begeved in general that
Time there are other people who
Oilkeivay °aunty fanners a ere •
think the law should be harsh in
eine out front as compared to ourthe care of other people and unA:tending areas
derstanding arel liberal when they
At the dose of the meeting Ray
are ooncetesed
Droenfind said he trail glad to he
back name M Murray and to m asOf course this all boils dowel to
human nature and Its weakneeses. wonted with the Peoples Bank.
He then presented soh farmer anJ
Hunvan beings are born mina
and have to learn to get Moog Ns wife a stands steel carving
with other people and be oadslikle- knefe and spatula
New Olaei officers seeded. were:
Me of their deures. needs and
OW Hell. president;
B
rights. ge well al their
be olorerreeldlgrarellteid- !Mao
-sOliver secretary
• Alleindk IS• bed skate of repair
The following people were preIt the one on Nonth Fourth Street
We hear a much
you should they
you should ignore
we ere ent about

ceitriel

Edwin Sholar la
Winner Of $500
Vandy Scholarship

•

A

Book Selection
Librarian Here

Gaylon James
Passes Away
OttI/edit-0k

Mrs. Byrn Hostess
To Genealogical
Society Monday_

Meeting Of Carter
PTA To Be Thursday

-

Murrat• Hospital

11".

,o

rI

Rev. Mazak Will Be
Speaker Thursday
- - -Rev

a

For Bonnie
Schultz Held Today

Hazel Woodmen To
Meet On Thursday

Candy Sale
Set Tomorrow

I

Auiomobi1e
Wrecked By
Mare; Unhurt

Easter Egg Hunt
Will Be Held Sunday

Hazel PTA Will
Meet On Thursday

•

110Pert

College High PTA
Will Meet Thursday

1.•

Honest Man Stops
After Accident To
Pay For Damages

•

Finil Rites For
Miss Smith Today
__—
Final

Pickup Of Debris
To Stitt Nest Week

Overbey Speaker

or'Tappan Wives

Oaks Club Will
Hold Egg Hunt

14

-

•

iwanis Club Will
Hear Speech Instructor
•

ton.

•

•
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•

•
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

Ma:am= by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLLSRING COMPANY.
COMMidation of the Mor:ay Ledger, The Cailuw
I..nws, and The
iftees-eleesilet, October 20, 1928, and the West Kenturium, January
_

sta9n1S C WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
We Illaree the nett to reject any Advatising. Letters to the Editor.
411 Public Voice items wtuch, in our opinion, are no for the be inUrea a our readers.
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11$09.
Ave., Memphis, Tem , TIMIS & Life Bldg. New York. N.Y.,
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Bldg , Detroit, Mich.
=red at the Past Otter, Murray, Kentucky, for tranimas
ion as
Second Clam Matter_
daSSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. per wpm 20e,
per
85e. In Calloway and adminuig counues, pa roar.
K50. ems$800
- .
'The ladidandia. Civic Amid of • Community is an
labsprity d
illi•Irspepor-

WEDNESDAY

APRIL 14, 1965

'Quotes From The News
av EMMET/ PRESS INTERNEESDNAL
CRYSTAL LAKE, Ill. - City Manager Alfred Roth, eftplaining why there would be no memorial services for the
victuns of the tornado-stricken community:
-Our memorial will be the efforts of the people to come
back from this thing. Their dedication and self-sacrifice
will
be a tribute to the dead
WASHINGTON -- Rep Toni Steed (ID -Okla
insisting
that funds for a $325.000 armored presidential limousi
ne stay
in a Treasury appropriations bill against the wishes of
President Johnson .
"We deliberately didn't consult him about it. We did not
want to put htrr. or. the alai!. But we wall instal that
it stay
in the bill"
PITTSBURGH - Steelworkers President McDonald. angered by reports that he had taken a back seat in contrac
t
nerotiations to apparent prsident-elect I. W Abel'
-Whoever said that is a Dear I am president of this union.
I am in charge of negotiations Abel is my assistant."

The .41nsenac
By l'albed Pram IMersallanal
Today is Whibleedsty April 14. the
104th day of 1966 with 361 to follow
The moon is „ippriatchuar its full

Business
Highlights

TtreirT

WEDNESDAY

Riot Squad
ed
For Egg Hunt

CHARLIE LASSITER
CANDIDATE FOR

REPRESENTATIVE

By PATRICIA MeCORMACE
lulled Press Inianiatissial
NEW YORK , UPI
Nc need to
cal, out the riot sound when aaostaa
cses1111
for
11L
111999911
9/9911
"
Pre
By
" „ 0$10----411
teadkr.i.
YORK
/Lawman Express
Jos. fix thmits so the youngsters
The roornang stars are Mars and "Ots. Is Obriosed to bare arranged
to tan string along.
Saturn
an shoo up to tab 1.11/40.1. WOWPla.se caw eivc.: 31 strung or ritaixin
1 he (Ammons sun are MACS. Jup- Mg IS
DEATH PENALTY - Nguyen
ol Ns cash, to at •starting putin- say front dous
iter and Mercury
Tan Hai, TT-year-old carpenmode As Sits mutton Maims a- Then end the ribbon
mer
the
ter a shown at his trial in
Braosei.
Arnoici lu)abet glianat its asathousuu sulaadtar
y
lawn.
around
trees,
up
brimhts.
in
Saigon as • participant in
see ourn as tha disy
brewing out of the saiad iAl bawd- ui..ler 1411 ubs, anduig
up et the
the bombing of the U 8. Cm.
Ckl 1.1110 ftis si Ismory:
The other 430 11111./.41 would be .witroolt where the sags
bailey in which 17 persona
are
ladIn 114, belo.dnal Pranklan serv- recovered oy Anieraan
Express den.
were killed. He got the
ed as the pis...,der* uf the Pat Iron insuranc
e policies and other
Along the way hide other iroodiee
death penalty, and his execuBoo.o1. for the Montan of Ellmary, 401.11•CANI.
tion could result is North
!ands!, tow taster Muttons
stash was uos....nazed inProlaaaViet NAM carrying out •
II the weather is inclement, v.:.
pnia
waskulsoloh
threat to execute raptured
csudaddd the ribbon throt.ghoun the ho..,-..
In left, John Wilma Booth crept
Gustav Hertz, 46, Leesburg.
Anent Pasniati ot the Rouse barn- walled,
into rreasues5
s box at
Va., as a reprisal. Hertz u
ui ....1111.1.4.1te say. he win trawl).
Hate s h3w a make the eggs
rorciS
slat • uace
a U.S. aid oeficiai
ma.
eouiu
twos
`vocal
icun-hing
snos Use taresene04. SUS
!or &an with
the ; tage beecseup 01 Sulioasso
earae„,,,a eaan shar ones and simmer them
/ICU 111,41.1111.1.
,
for 20 minutes IX. water tat icy
all lima. Isle t.fsit Internsmonal Corp.. wuxa.n emus a sums 01 ci
wonder at the rebirth ni
taina.s, seve.ve .21...u/since 00111panses
Bureau oil
'"ivec Plunge :heal then into cold
LT-t:es, later
in nature at Igailiggage
knorn is the F•aa Azutr...u. L.uch ; end ingsuazial poups Pationis lot: waler, drain and tir dr)”
Luny bocce she maim $0 eftelet.
' omy sett, to end raaricsai General
The ace, from the milear5 of rk, pawn retipielk
mu as. isle thicau.satasn
exchanged asp as
l exampoun unaer the bang' nostimg Easter egg coloring
4Wk.:X...1 Swum ma crested
eds. ere c-LaaPled j t.Atins of friend-hip daring OM*
laptop...* sot out to loser a au at- , with this caution. Dont
handle
the
ha.;y tionstmer
airm soe Laa..as prem.:worm+ pri- vest maea or Ii tatara atoutren us asela too amen Elkin neiterlt testae
to make them u)e-resistant.
Miry IIh decissor Margate, Cassie Ube Mat nine years.
Follow durations for dOiCirligg. Use
FOR CORMA.:r
Sinsta
.
Strung
, the
detat:s. western drem-utis
slater.lin
WmaiiirainuN - Cold weather alai Mate
wax crayon roe dolling 143 ale
in Marco ratiaeci total retail @aka dyed
eg
A *Sown& for tam easy: The U.$ I to decline tioutra-m
asotiatty uy 1
tisea......verto lige UN.. Antal Ste- it pc;
auttasty, use LocoPut' chic eras add Trbiter_
- • °Mull",
miu.sau. aud - sets ma wane to UM !metre Deitart".ment
Alneet..an mop-- tat. tea WW1 lots-farm Salpsayin reports But lace. ribbons braid. SEATS or any
ms1 in Ilairca otber trunming mattral The hardInt tan,
Intie' S.1• 110 taus rose lay ationou- mum ras.roo more cooked
rags will remain good to
•/..11SJ11/
WSW beat.A.Sl expectation's.
eat at room unepreatures for three
dins If refrigerated. they OWN to
t lx good
' for up to 10
days
Easter eggs traditionally are asT. All ot The Peonle of Ca
Kentucky
sociated,with glad Ladino and the
•

TIME aid
TEMPERATURE

DIAL DAisi)-463'671
PIOPLES BANK
Murray.

oldwater News

SELMA, Ala - Circuit Judge James A Hare, commending
Moe •Pmd Tattier and aisaaran may- kluipstal. room
296.
Selma c1tuens for "unbelievable restraint" during the
re- an4 Mel
waaaa were Om' Mrs. litary Cochran am a Mcent civil nghts demonstrations:
Sol atternuun callers ut l&s. Algae aio railer of
Mrs Mastaie Junes
"We have been brougat to as near a state of anarchy
ano Loam Mrs, Ethel Liartwil
as lacer&
Mt and hirs. 1m Hill stead Mr.
people could without being a state of anarchy."
lluastlay aftermath caller.
Sad Mn. Seal Mao& varied Ma-. aloe
Sunday maw or Mr and Mrs
Mrs. Dawn: Mack and children Demo rlax../.
and &maw were
Sunday.
Mrs. Etna Dotted. Mr. and Mr*
Mr anti Mr.,, Sited Lamb sae Buddy Joe Basaill
and children.
Monday mums at Mn Monk Ma and Mrs USA
131.0•11. NC and
1211Gallt a T1
PUB
acme. glad
Mrs Isoism Isar:Ina and atidiran,
. Mr. and tars Lean McOary 14 Mr and Mrs Deittez
Newsome and
Mrs. J. B Wilson was named as president of the Murray Memphis, limes spent immend
wlitn cSa.ghtent
High School PTA Mrs Charles M Baker. retiring preside
rams-tea
zasy-attatucx.. eager, of Moe
nt,
was named as vice piesident Mrs Glw}s011 McClur
Sais Deli& McCaw) vent &taut- Alta and Cairo. Lamb
e Ls secreware Mrs
bars_Pea
unerlers
l...Card
sta.14,4saaesieeet-at'', and
oral an st.
---15eaths reported today were R A tBobi King.
day afternoon ostlers wage ales
age 86. and
Wit and Mrs Budirry .Joe Barren Roth Lamb. Mrs, Deaths
George A Atkins. age 94
Maggell.
and
ate/droll
%bet
at
amid
seteral
.
, -Bro. and Mn. Woman Croke:
Mr and Mrs Ted Lawson and son of Ashland have been
days
the
past
am&
with
matures
in
and aaughters. Mr and Mrs. J D.
the guests of their parents. Mr and Mrs' Shannot
, Ella and
. and sulcruleu the funeral oar- Lamb saw bunday dinner
past of
Mr and Mrs Lynn Lawmen vpass ut oft gidastlitsulior
Zona Mr..44M Mrs earl thrtstenlarry
The Murray Auto Auction, Inc. will have an open
boas.
attartEfon caller was Mrs. Carl Adon Sunday from two to five pm at its location
Per. Tulsa Dim mast several
on a ten acre
.
tract on the Hazel Highway. four miles south of
daps
with
has
mother
Mrs
liwellts
ilesSay etering dinner guests of
Murray
DIM aiso other relianas in ICJ.
Dr. •••$1 him liagl Adana anti Dan
Mr 111.111 Mn. Bobby Barnett and awe Mr and Mrs °amen
.
clainien spun inverat days w.th and chiidren. booms*
Mr
removes in iCa. and sistenned the birthday
1...scrac services of law Iburnett's
Mn. tsetse eendergraa mint sewgrandfather. Mr !Pre biass.4.
awl days the past sera salt Mr
Mn. apt Tablas said Mts. Oph- and Mrs,. Rea Wanda/
tha, lama and lam halm karks•
Mr Tammy Pulien iso returned
and Mr and Mrs Ore NW and hawse ram spandtag several
monMn 'Jamas Mack and Mn Swim ths in limn* Meopessi.
Bina wars amoseay allianstran
mr and Mn. ilefta Watson were
eri14 Mn Dams MI. Mrs. Mk eonday reining gams af
Mr. end
remains Bat liarrity-Calloway Co- Mrs Cecil Baker and Stem

Ten Years Ago Today
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EASTER
SPECIALS
COAT DRESSES
d
SUITS

74 OFF

CANDIES

SPORT COATS
- 'GERI

1/
4 OFF

& NOY% --

HATS &

CAPS

Kiddie's Korner

you so fraly steps')

I

GIFTS
FREE! *
* PlOYEL
GliANT PLUSt,

EAST
„, ER BURY
ol, veire

REGISTER
TODAY

TIES

Al

Sff.M OUR
C.0•APLET111
set FCritled

9

Phiene 753-563E

MURRAY, -KENTUCKY

Ed
J.\
?."
rrerti :
saccticn If ace- bell-e that letrill
wall -for 'Vex/ day YR.
es I heee divine tae taet three
and.$
ears, then
-(1 rii ,Tiur
C! 1 a•
'.1^11n. I prone tu
thie to the Moat ye•.; implee on me.

Southern Ben
...Serving Veil

in due candy deneirtrnerle

-

MAJOR 'IN 1.11INONS7
504 Mai i Street

In entering this races I am doing
au without bel,
connected with ANY CLIQ'Ji. OR
POLalICAL LiObata I a
how-ever, seek the support of etery • •
is, isolman and chi.
rich or 1,-.or. white or black. WrLL
SE THE SERVANT
ALL, AND NOT ANY PARTICULAR
I i.11-end to ma,
the $ ace In a •pnit al t5tzncta, t,.0 my
own metitgftari not 9
ihe demerits of anyohe

I :ay ta you that be trarttntt air
emir', en the hxl,
•agra ul decency and constractive tal.,
kine 4nd lyv
that colaae t
:
e
!lite It posallar.
P:a !laps tor u:m.sivt- P.. reach that.to 'lay,
bia for our
1 ahial.ent,,i reaeh their d! stile;

fr

* BASKETS

As YOUF. Represein-lave, I Sponsored legislat
ion that•
'incteaaea Lae kunst Hagaway raiid tor
ta.414.eiva,, County from
SALIM tc $114,uu0 After becoming ItOS*13 Repreeentativi
, I
awned of Inc peat need to help Lie
Mentally Retarded
witerea.ed to a._
haritatiPpad people take the.,
rightful piace In society. Theretu.., Liu..gh
the cooperation
taller niernuers or tot
A/M.1111)1y, We Ildielealled Over S •
million tor this jast ca,.a• i,tuing tee
trait TOW year, th,
propi ration for Murray State College
Mao more than
AS YoUlt Representaine, I have
worked to provide ....a
nancial aid rot OUR scaool systems
. asiroagn the conibtn a
efforts of many, 1.1e Murray-Caltoway
County Library is h.
enlarged without additional taxatiGn
My recoru to help
aged, needy and band alit speak fox_
itself.

I wo ad sa; to :a:a taat 1
n r a program ti...: 1
blieved to be caveat, laineat, NIP-etsve aneF arovressa •
a program which will
e 'ti t() leave lobar chtielfe'
treillage Lf a great Wit,. 'I ;t:c a.e
those waasay we his
for birseitlipi toe high a g_MI:
that we -cannot reach
Ideal, But I,Would temind you, in the
tOrartarthe poet,
"Illeale are lite start.; yo1 will not
succeed In loaehinfl tIetli
A 11 ,.7:r bands But
Ilite-ter seafaring than oi, the de.
:(•,..
. 011 choose Item
aefatirguides, aad foaming
9411.eackt.ytour destiny

TER:

1/
4 OFF

Rifts
and _

Add a touch of color to your bedroom.

0011/911 EXPECT INTERVENTION-Before manna Vraaellrilltoe for South Veit Nam, Arnb. Maxwell D. Taylor (right)
stands with Sen. J. W Fulbright. D-Ark, as h• tells newsmen he believes the chances ars -very slight" at this
Una that Communist China or th• Soviet Union would
intervene is Um war ta Vim Nam.

1/

-

Being born on a tarn!, I learned early in
life how t•
earn my living by the sweat of t..e prow.
I have always
ix.rted legislation ..ta. I oelie%ea to be
tar the best intert•
the tanners. Pot the past seVistat year..
Lie Murray Juin,.
Chamber of Commerce has spot.soredUne
4 the best fears I!
Wes: Kentucky. Being Yttally interesia.a
it. .ne County Fan
I supported a measu.e that will prorate
gluai this year to ht.,
spunsor the fair

(What ear t‘if coet, S so little SOWS

ENTIRE STOCK OF .

Respectfully,

HOLLAND DRUG

Charlie I.A‘giter
•

.
I

-

•••

r,2

•

-- Most of vou know me and know of niy qualific
ation'
but for tile benefit of you Who are nt.t acquainted
with in.
I submit tile following: I wa.s born en the New Conctor
d Magi."
terial District 44 years ago, the :an of :he iate .sable
Cassia- 0
and Emily Fleeman Lasaiter I elarded my next door nelghbo
i
ta
se . wain e$ o
herr
one soil. Jerry, a student a: Calloway County High
echool
am a graduate of Marray littaU. College For
the past Merv.:
years i nave been empioyeu b :he Caileway County
Dowd
Education, naving taught actikaa at Coldwat
er, Kirkses. F
and Almo I am a member ot Cole's Cauip Chuai,,!
.•
Church. Murray Masonic Lade., /tinkle
Hill La
the Woodmen of the World. and Aaserie
nd Legion.

CA1
/
4 CALL

Subtract:
running,
walking,
climbing,
rushing,
,and
getting up
at night

Givil A M ASAO.11.16-- Arriving at tee paof Aar** Pregnant Ray Morticing to *Ala, the
Ailacia-New Yore Tahoe, bassibell
Sat the a..•. mammoth Domed St/WIWI In House" Tee., President J01111,011
girlie • TILLS&
Nos to Mrs Jeer/ B Cunnallv wife ot
trw go-tensor all Na Mrs Jobilsoa is at the righL Mrs.
g01— se the ter•gromod.
-

sal i r:gg Coc
.nties:

First. let me thank YOU for the opportunity to ia
as YOUR Representative for the ;Yawl, thrae aad one-i...
years.
well I have served is not for me ta say, but ft.
you to judge

An Educational Channel
on your home TV set
for you and the family.,
44,
r

•

I have filed the naaeerary
Jab the Seen'
of State to qualify myself as a •ancialate tor date Repre
tative from Trigg Arid Calloaa; Coanaes.
tojAct to
Democratic Primary Election to be held May 25, 1965.

It
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favorite foodsfor

Dear Abby . .

TIVE

He's Too Friendly!
Abigail Van Buren
DFAR ABBY: For several years If hr discontinued his afternoon
Jarson and Rita and my hunband " drop-in visits.
•• •
• and I have liPeI) very cood friend's
We see each ether in the evenings
DEAR ABBY- I am a girl' who
about two nrrhits- a work JOVS•011 is turned Li lust week. but I ant yery
a salesman. t.o when he is in my , metier .for my age Phystoally. I
neuthborhuod he frequently drops mean I like a boy who is a terior
In for a con of coffee. its aU Per- at Folsom Prid he Is real neat, lie
fectly !nn-w-ot I asoire you, but baus stared to vralk me home from
lts'elY he bpi been corning over sickrol every night and se always
much more often My children re- take the lung way by walking
marked that their rloonates have thrtassh ,the park My mother is
mentionel it I suspect :he net-b- afraid I will get into trouble if I
ias
,are bilking berauthe they see keep letting thin boy walk me home
he ear in front of our house so event Mehl Da you think there
em any danger?
many ,ifternrona.
LIKEN 111M
Now that T thinl about it. Ern
MAR LIKES' NM If you keep
no' mime .1,te how I would like it
Fully Cooked
if MY hissiond tolled on married walking.
•••
woman in the afternion How can
SWIFT'S CANNED
I tell Jai-son it would be better If
DEAR ABBY: What do yot think
he dirte't drop in any more? I hate of a fa thpr who won't buy his r Mid
tt.. hurt his fronton;
A piano evert though he could get
011LY FRIENDLY one wholesale? Our 13- year-okl
DT. kR ONLY: The beat ap- child haus begged for a piano fur
.1 preach Is the direct one. Tell years She hasn't done very well in
Swift's
Jaison that his 'hits have be- school said I am sure it's partly due
come neighborhood gossip. and It to the tact thy& she is brooding
Canned
would be better for all orheerited about not being able to learn bow
to play the piano. She's promised
that she woubd proctice, but her
Smoked —
tether vim "I know how much
you'll praianre after Use newles
wears off Besides, se can't afford
one '' We are not rich. but we could
afford a tiara). I know.
It's true. we mai have to keep
after her to practice. but if she
az.d
it he aii". be
L i tali
lila 1 we bought at. And if she doern't
hive tiitit we can always sell the
piton Hcer can I make my husband
see hov moh and fortiksh he
A cos:emperor) MOTHER
01:11( MOTHER: If you could
rent a piano long enough to let
Topuing
1o0
it:
thr child prove her interest. lather may heroine ronvillied. If
(hit weal will hos about.reloto ors-Witt': II there ass
undee.t.inding friends nrsarlo how
about the ...hook the chart b. or
1 thins the little girl
the
should have a chance. ton.
Mina
"Lys.
•••

eaget Has

Counttes:
Cie Secret,'
pr d ate Repres,..
s, seet to c.•
ty 25, 1965.

partunIty to se:
rt-e aad one-ha.:
IC to say, but lk,r

my qualUication:.
ivainteci with m..,
w Concord Magi,ate Jabie Lasstte:
ext dour neighbor,
riTonitt-"fre.Ic
ty High PC11001. I
r the past sixteen
r County Hoard of
KIrksey, Faxon
;Iro,..ricl Methodist
iototern SLix.
Legion.

in life how to
have always suple best interest of
,e klurrJ,y Junior
! the best fairs in
Lae County Fair.
7 this yes: to hc:ii

71y

I legislation LILA' 41
wa.,, County fro'',
Reprebentativt, 1
'tat*. Retarded. I
tociple take their
ar cooperation of
allocataid over $4
on: reJrs the apure than doubted.
provide more iithe
combinr ,:0
Library is bet:..
'cord to help the

T-BONE
Field's
STEAKS
be
I SWIFT'S
Stuffed
HAMS
99Fb
! PREMIUM
I TURKEY
45b Sirloin
lb
'FRYERS
25b STEAKS
89Fb
BACON
HAMS 3-lbs. 2.29
ROUND CHUCK ROAST
•
Swift's
PICNICS
- lbs $1.79
STEAKS
Premium
95moyc
lb.
PICNICS
orz; I
79b
Tote: lowl
INSTANT
FROZEN
FOODS
COFFEE

•

CONFIDENTIAL TO PAT The
sorest way to destroy your canny
is to male bine your feint&

•

.

L A. WINNER—mayor Samuel Yorty has • well-based
troll' of confidence as h•
leaves th• voting booth in
Los Angeles. He trounced
Rep. James Roosevelt. DCalif.. soundly In the Item*gratis Mayoralty primary.

---11U1RRAT. Ky. — Tuesday. Apnl
13, 1006 Murray LIvesitork Auction.
All Wreath& Weighed on afftwia
RRCRIPTI:111008 30 CATTLE
AND CALV108: 1/76•
DOGS: Receipts wetly mixed trade
butchers fee lower compared with
hint week, U 8 1 2 and 1 barmen
and gills 224 lb 41700, 80.11.1 300S00 lb $13 75-15 00
CATTLE: Receipts moiety feeders
and cows cows 26e lower Feeders
fully 50c higher
111.41111111'E3: Standard and (100d
700-000 lb heifers 417 26-20 00:
litildv lilt 00-15 50: Ckind 400-600
lb calves 1117 00-21 00. OlIttOF Itfld
Utility cows 412 00-14 20. (linnet.
210 00-12 0- Ratty bulls $1740
EIFZDE104: flood and Motor 600600 lb steers 2111 00-72 00 (brace
400-500 lb KM 00. (kind MA 0022 00. Clhoice 400-600 113 KM 00:
Gond 116 00-21 76, ratondard phi 0017 50: (kind and Choice 400-400 113.
hearer% 616 75-11126: Standard arid
flood stock cows with calves+ 11115 0015600 per pair
VEAIE11124: Steady Oond and Moire
322 00-21.25: Standard 617 00-21 00
K.4BY CALVES: About 20 head
46 00-26 00 per head
- - -

EASTER
•

•

ears, then
I protrIlse to be

3II"

SLACKS

ONE

mum)PACKAGE

MARSHMALLOWS

19c

I.

HELL

64*

VALUE)

Quart Li I

SHAMPOO
9c
PICKLES
- 3"c
ICE MILK 3 for $1
CORN
CRACKERS
19c
JELLY------ MILK
ASPARA
GUS
19c
PEACHES __
FRUIT cocKn_ vs' WHOLE BEETS 15c
MARGARINE'fiZZ:,2 33c Tender
Hawaiian

Frosty Acres
Sliced

,I6- 010 F demi
R

F0t

HALF GALLON

We Pick, Sweet

QuArt • e)

PRODUCE

County Kist Whole Kernel

•

TOMATOES10'
• CARROTS
10
(
GRAPEFRUIT
5`
LEMONS

Fo

_

s
R 39C

DIXIE BELLE - One Pound

Deltic Gnine

Tube

PRIDE OF 11-LINO-IS - No. 1 Can

artia'ion

F. 9dic

— — —

• Bunch

Tall Can e3

P

Del Mont*

No, 2. Can 25t

sToKELY %MOLE

Del Monte - No. 2! can

Each

1W

count
NAPKINS

39e

YELLOW

43

Leaf,

bn°Wdrift

69c
•

Est

-

39

57'

lb

NBC (•luteolate Chip

Flavor-Kist - 25-or

COOKIES _

39' FIG BARS

39'

ONIOINS

ii U

RADISHES
Bunch

48 tea bugs

49.

Large

WESSON OIL

it., 01,5

MEN AND BOY'S CLOTHING
Murray, Kentucky

49'-SALAD DRESSING

Del Monte - If -07.

CATSUP

1 0'

iLracle 14-13In - quart

eltrnd'in ti

DRY MILK,8-Qt.

•

Corn-Austin

H

5°

Fine Foods
For ne Folks
.
THE M
WE RESERVE
i
Ini
-

LIMIT QUANTITIES

•

•

•

On/

, 4111141..i.
•

,

".‘

VO

"""'""'"'"' .r.0111.•1111111••••

•

•

•

1?::nd

Pound 10
* --

ti111•11-1-1: LINE of BOY'S WEAR

Main Street

...sr—.

Real Prone

BANANAS

ROY S PRESS-FREE

Boy's Dress and Sport
Shirts - Walking Short,
and Swim Wear

•

•

Or
46-0L2,

NF.Elf 1470 IRONING

Alter

10 Ounces

DOZ.

Aloha l'ineannle

Each

In
HUSKY - SLIM - REGFLAR
E I, iipmi

LARGE

CANTALOUPE

BOY'S SUITS-

:lay, but for our

at
FRESH- PERKEDI
r

Softex - NO

Sires 10 thru 20

ewe On the lodetha by following

39c & 49c

GRADE

25'
41)99‘
CATFISH
JUICE
49'
PRUNE JUICE STRAWBERRIES
3
PUNCH
• CIO a

Doses

OUTFITS
FOR THE BOYS

•

49
EGGS

—

ne

Federal Livestock
Market

•

ou day 1:)r

,
45

LUCKY WHIP
39c

ao without being
1:106.17 I will
,-otnan a:id child,
It SERVANT OF
i,iiend to make
not

• prtgrant
I
nerlsreirrexsivi —
our ehtidren the
C.1 say we -11111fe set
met reach these
nrthe poet, that
toaching them
oi, the desert “iri
foilowing t'nerk
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THE LEDGER

Enit,cracrem
- ents
Miss Julia Fay Boyd :1nd Larry E. Cain
Married At North Pleasant Grove Church

-

&

TIMES

/CZNTrelKy

—

it/carriages

white giallo/I compasted the floral
deonrettera

1

Engagement

A program of nuptial mow
presented tri Cem MeDszen.
Given in marilme IN her tine*.
<Wet'111011sIdellIMIE Bremer
a shalt length dress of *tate lace
a halt was iladliterad with einem
(nett teeeves that fastened %all
:u
eetn-oovered but t ma The
mviteme man at aMain and yes
ah re setat Her fin; e
's acaryhed to an open
oil bus al whet* wihn mind her on'y ;awes', was a strand al porn a
itt of the eroxn She caned a
▪
b-seimet of Men orchids.
'
Mas actsini Cam. sister ed
grin. was the bride's only attendnr Inc acre a kilt adit at pastel
grAkw
p_r_k accessiriers and oarel a br_-or.tuet. d wh.te carnatsons.
Garr-1:cl Boyd brother of the
br.de. ae.s the beet man for Mr
•
Cain.
Ws Boyd mccher of the bride
- hice• to wear • MO piece dress of
bctre arm vah be re erld brs-vnti 3C Ct1M3rats. Mrs. Mtn wore a Night
b ue tweenble with navy se memories
Thew earh wore- a corsage (.1 white
wantons.

MR. Aim) MR.,
Mae Juhe Pay Boyd dausdr.ar of
Mrs le....Verio
Ner Boyd and die
late Ern.: Bowl became the bride
of Larry g Cam. sm of Mr and
Mrs Kamm Cuan on Saturday.
Areli 3
^-ecte palace of the
•••••••11...

Irrronsone the ceternana the coml..'eft Sy * abaft wedaine tan wtth
•*••• lirea• weeriew a nowt Mae mat
eel 7r......er.-,17!M. Ker oxs,ge
-ea a whew nre.led tibia from her
mils! bouquet.
Me Ca•n ne * sessdeat at Murray
'beam Mirth School TINY ern=
rreente of Murray &IA enhoW
...a she a graduate of Keegan
T.-finical 7nd...tate Mensehe Tenn
He is now employed with the Cain
Rtratlei Ciornpany.
Mr. and M-s. Com are new reen South Powth Street in
Mune,.
Get cf town runes for the wederg were Mr and Mrs. Joe permet- Orr of Memphis. Tenn. and
, Hank Peter of Spr-re LW. New
LAMY E. CAIN
JerreT
I
Reliesessi Daum
Naga Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Pembyterain Chu.- h. performed the I the ilex ma parents. Mr end Mrs
-'..oulge ran cerena_ay at two oda* Eden Cain, entertained the wedtaw perta w.tti a rehearsal
.n.̀-thr aftearioon at the diem&
we :t tear lovely home on Sh
The alone exortincal cash before ti."1* on Fr-tay. Apall
2
an am of sprearer) and white
1 he brils:c.ie pressmen
Bonen Ferns and erransemense af
-

KODEL* and Cotton
Wash 'n Wear
SUCCESS DRESS
In White and
Assorted Pastels

$8"

Fabric Wended of soft supple Koster polyester and cotton SIT ply ta,lored from the
'ewel neck to the set-in waist
bone
keg into 200 inches of crisp plash that
never need ,coning
Short sleeve styles
in white, MI:Via*, blue and pink
Sires
Stall.
••••••••••4
1•44••••••11

• illle•Oke•

MILOS SHARMAN KAY BROACEI
Mr. and Mrs Harre-ll A aroact of Murray
Route One arinounos
the MIPSelneis and aPPrasentig marriage of their rttuttaer
ti-ukghter.
Sherif" Kay. to
USAir EMIL son of Mr aad Mrs. James
Warren arwuk 515 &nth E...ghth aryl".
301elleet•
The badoinelet s a sensor at Gsaoway °aunty
Rich School and
plans to eraer Murray Stara Cratere this hat
Mr .111mrta is now a. saphaama at Mornay
Sawa Oallege
The Padang will take piece at the South
Plemeni Orem Methodist
Church au illattarday June 19. at eight oteauic
in the evening. AM filen&
sod mine& Of the couple are aimed

11rs. An erson Is
Program Leader At
Hazel 1FSCS

Mrs. Dunn Elected
Persident Of New
Hope 11SCS .4t Meet

+.1
APRIL 14.1965

WZDNESI)A

511341. ni1.fli11411 ;

Wednesday, April 14
The Wealeyan Ouale of the Woman's S•Jelaty of Christian &race
of the Pan Methodist Church will
meet at 7:30 p.m m the social hall
of the church with Mrs. R Y.
Nordsen and Mra. C. W Jonee as
aineeses. Mm. Welk= Barker Is
'70Crun leader.
'
• rtler..-Tini,13-•sW" Cal&
•:esenteelem Charon woman will
.aeet It Use hotne of Mrs Robert I
Jones at 9.30 a. in.
•••
The New Concord Homemakers
C"..'es will meet at the home of Mrs.
ran l'arers:Tm sit ,ile p m.
•• •
The Hosiss Glove Hontemshas
Olth t‘edi meet at el houie of
WIlludsou.
•••
The K riake Hommel:era Club
%ill meet at th home of Mrs 1.-1,
•r:wfard at one p in, for its
maitaily matting.
•••
The Misalmiary Auxillay of th...
:
•. orth Pleasant OrLiVe• Conherlano.
'retyyterata Church will meet at
c.Isczch at seven p. in.
▪ ••

1111101/tired

II

•

J• •

.4e

-

•• Ladies Day luncheon will Lie
aeved at noon at the Calloway Co.sty Ommtry Club. Iiratesaes will .
Meadumrs Prr., MoCtaln. Ralph
.ace StrIlevnolus. James
Erl Dna thi. Wayne faxen. Z. C.
!WT. Bulh Oakle,.. T. C. Doran.
'id Y'MPS Sullivan
•••
The Arts and Crafts Club will
:nea; at th- home of Mrs Neva
.Vibten at 2
p m
• ••
"'•• Thurs.'s!. April IS
The Ituaw.tru and Profeadenal
xnena Club w:11 meet at the
.-71111C• Club llama at 6:30 pm
•• •
Tht Bane Desertatent 0/ the
La:ay W:irrufs CAM will hare a
iu.sloron at the club
at. 12.30 pin. licatestes v
:•••
ldmasines H. E. laischke, Charlie
Cr...a.ori. Prank Holcomb. Mat,
Hurt. N. P Hutson. Conunodore
tonas. and David Henry.
• ••
The Willing Workers. Claes of
die Bootle Grove Barnet Chun&
at
me"
the
,
ar Mrs
.
30
In
bridal
"**"
P
di
_.ke Sibs: Carolyn Gamma

SETTLEWORKMAN.
COMPANY

Nevi Leviiii441
• plunge PBS
with alliuslahle
stretchstrays!
only sti:

co
...

I.
1

tingf-all ladies of the chum% are
Melted.
• ••
'The fouli Murray Homemaker%
Cbib will meet a! the home of Mrs
Kenneth Owen. South 16th Street.
at 1:30 p. rn

rat general niezt_re of, the Wos So-vecy of Chrataan Ber,ace
Mrs. George Dunn. Jr was electHaze.
Caorch was
and hatinceday <valuing at wren ed Isrestdetitt of She Wunieria Soc.
Saturday. 4psil 17
.'.7 of Christian Renate of the •
Jacket at the church_
• New Hope-4 Methodist Church
An rawer Km Hunt for preat
Mrs. Claude Ande•rsan wee in the Aped maselne11110 at the honw.
3120(4 IhrouNtl axed grade
r:n of the Calloway Coun.• Cowl: ,
-Lune
program on the 34 Ars J. R. Menne&
Club will be hen at the club from
-Pease
Is My tic. Ustit..s
presdem Um A .en Poole 10 30 ant. to 12 noon Mich child a
Jai part In the Intersating
swea-Jed at the me.um chatty reed to barn four
wcze
eakeed e,
IllakerW Hanwaser:
MIS.
a basket The plienrune • •
ticousiougn. and Mrs. whati i lebtral offer :A w-as Iamb •
end the group voted to mend a mete!. is Me,I•triea* Di
eaalliVert Tay kilt
a Hu
cc.ntraeit-on for aupph tarok Var- Viremi
Ch
The scrip:ore mann' was bans ious ulhcets "tire reports
-72 Riy Stark.
ihalit3 53 1-5 Mks' tons Jones. •
•
Othir Officers armed arse Mrs.
nee-a. rks-nakied the organ
▪ A rtmeenage sale *di be heal at
Mrs
A. Newport- president. Joe I. ...r-tter
Mr.. th• Ame-enui la ran. Hall stArt...4
M
Was( ri re•cordinin irecre•sey:
pres.oeci
orn
as..• Mt CI
at en in sat., apoomrset ne the Mur Wc.-s Limiter. treasut.B.Ell prayer Durstig the business Mrs.
ray Mate Colter Dames Club
salmon att•cas were weed for 1 er: M..s SS.L"TLA /3.•.1•11:414041. alera••
tisediriy. April If
Lary c.1 s.....ppl4es. Mrs J. C. Duin,
aaning year.
The Peony Hanentsbers Club
maistireshop ewitlee.Mon: Mrs. Allen
will men at the hone `rit Mrs. RichA goat report of the "Day
I
rnissatialla iihsoaticr.. * Mrs
:
aft at 11 sm.
nelo as Me ?mean Chum erne gave. &Olean: Chriskia awl Mi.. ard Amen
• 4•
*.iit.'.cna: Ma. Perry Pima, etzreThe Dorms Sunday Behest &ALS•
bay of yes.t.take. lite, ilra Wady&
thiagintu•
rear.atiOsenia
wam-aguipsa rt.c: tary Of pr h NMI mat- Of the First Baptist Church sill
artelt at the hormi at. Mrs James
• Oa a.ti ACIB ri s.Hcattetis
SLiehCa
Mr.. J. R 31.1•313.act publicity Span
diaismaux
ist 730 pm
-re. Mertes White.
• ••
• •'
twesday. Apra
'Mrs P--ole WAS elected as
The Faith Doran Mee of ,ttiv
(ate to
ca the traoual conference to
Ira14. Mcteirdint Church VASCO int
-be held in Pralae.-sh April 29 and 30
inteat at the Ducal hub at 2.30 p in
An Ntster
ograrn entitled 'It
win Mrs Marmon Oshawa)
. as
Is Ma Sari
wah prt :S.td with
Pruirem leader. Mostanieswill
Mrs [haat .as the leiler who gam
be Mewasmea Lieber Jeduion. Ctnthe into auction. act of
nit
Leek= Aleasmier. and
brence: and the benrdletIon.
• I /Avid Henry.
•
.
•••
I+ Walter Wiaiat gave the earThe Brvoks Craw Cercle of the
"had e•at menet of the Warne. Mrs.
Chaich WPCS will
M...;
J. C. Dunn end Mrs. A•ten Pools •
nem the dr-matie fa:raiment of mast we the We: ley Patirickation at
tbe tt4rde fk.r.pture reeding trim 7:20 pin Mrs R .nert thirtnan and
!wash SI I -5
.111 b y Mrti Pe1T7 Defs. Jablea Wood will be the beetryleend from 1 Clorinfluain
i
i 30414 Waii by Mrs Jearie
-Wella
Water.
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Prayer was sa.d in unman and.
hymu. "He-laves', was song ,
Cache istanain erre _penult.
•t

KENTUCKY
HOMECOMING YEAR

,.

+

KODEL* Polyester
FIBERFILL BRA

$100
Fine quality cotton with nylon loco over featberlit
e
Kodel* fiberfill bust cups.

it

C 0-M -1-N-G S-O-O-N
•sePsttED" -;'Oh
Ecl-Aarcts. 48-yese-old w•
.
tells a news contemn,
Ban leraneneo that she LB
little appalled" by tbe.tum
ult caused by the announce
merit that she would be the
t womah dfdall9I4
th•
'Episcopal Church m the
11
She .:elleve, the °pp°
ution by the standing cornmiller of the Isve r-st- of
California Iles In tradition"

MORE
Children's Programs
on your home TV set I
than ever before
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION, CALL:

WORK FOR YOU

...or unpadded

Stretch-strap bras.
l
oc)01 TrIbliA If what you're
wearing is daring (or
not), you'll want our new plunge
bras
. I I wable. Fashionable but not
too re• -11if IR, and improved with
wonderful,
striStelAttap ease and corn:-re in... you'll want atjeast
two!
s

•

•••••..

0
8/ 111 054.
'
^

<34

Of
1j 1.
.1- •
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OIer 60,000 Americans Are
Saves To Narcotics Habit

TE

EDITOR'S NOTE
More than
60,000 Americans are vectsins a the
narcotics halm with resulting untold iiiiinkringeoibeessalarie and
ithele feandias. la the following dosMilelth. Best of two. a UPI raperter
Ohms the various typai of addition WEI whew tney mein to tiotasty and the

04.

_PzAdvx
SOME RIME MIKAN8/631./TIZESWERS

gala launch a blanket party by
iculping 'goof balis"--teen-age slang
for barbautate capsules. Washed
down wish been, they're s cheap
and dangerous way to get (Munk in
3 hurry.
These people are otattiMers—add
vacitims
ilboR (Inn pers who
do about il billion with Of butinein
in the Tinned States annually.

By LOUIS CASSELS
United Press International
-BAK IN GRAIN DIRECTION
-NEU KANE SUGHTLY

WASHINGTON UPI — In a
dingy r(s-un in Harlem. a .thissy-eyed
Man
Y. a inatoh and a bottlecep
'to dissolve a few grains uf white
power in water. He draws the solution into an eyedropper flts the
eYedroggier to a dirty hypodehe
needle. arid Injections At into hie
arm The shot of heroin will losep
him m a dreamlike trance fix .sevoral hours,
At a roadside eatery in Ohio, a
weary truck carver orders a cup al
back coffee With it, he takes two
pep ills winch he calls 'Nenniee.."
Theyll keep heti arwaist for the long
haul ahead But they also may irave
him LOWOCUCIOCCIIIL
On a moonlit bath in Southern
Cianfoirda, , a cramp of buys and

• -0111A)5 14r : -NEC% KOK OFTEN
aweoft
saw at if(salmis
: .............
............
_

-TUE LONG,EVEN STAPES
-102/91s77tu
-THIN SHAVINGS ARE BEST
OCCtSiGhtLf
-TRY FOR 112161903016J7fli.Ef AEU

-WCRK TOWARD EDGE
-LET WHEN RETURN/NO
FOR THE NEXT CUT

MURRAY LOAN CO.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS

hie

506 W. Main street

Phone 7113-111121

O/SCOUNTS ON
AND ALL YOUR HOME IMPR9V61ENT MEW

PANELING
ANTI

and
It tali into the category
goof l,
of denrereina addictive drugs, norcalms hew been under griot federal reguistson for 50 years Pet1
pills and uout-bitis now are under
no government control beyond the
widely- tenured requiretnent
they be thopersed cob by pregorepnon.
'The difference ta reflected in ad' diction statagies The U B
uSal
of Narcotics estemstes thin tele
Amerman out of everv 4,000 is 'hooked" on heroin. ainiphine or some
cther narootx drug. het stadia by
the National lustitute of Mental
4 Health isidiesite thee m some counI out of every 100 persons a deponent on the rein-Indy
new stimulant and detrainment deists
%/Itch would be brought under cuitrot by pending larislotion
Like nareoticti with POKY en WIdispereable role in niedirtne1141 part11111Birsthe ClOW dn./. have lad-Relate and inmertarat medial uste.
• pins property Imosm sa anprimacies,. have an street to the
body similar to that of agrensina.
They relieve feingue maim a Pakson feet dart Sad more (swathe of
coping with be problems PhyslNano frequently preerribe than for
patient% suffering frein mild gates
of depression They alio are toed
•o Inhibit appetite in supervised
weight-reducing programs

$5.95
15.95
'6.96

E'BIRCH, 4Z8

risl III 'SG sELF-STORIN4i

ALUMINUM STORM DOORS _ _ '20.95
210 Pound

100/7/glAraiff

Public Caisesen Mounts
Per several years, puble' concern
tar been mourrig stoat the drug
traffic and the people %hone lives
are wrecked by it In 1962. President John ,
1 Kennedy called a
We House conference cm drug
abuse to oonesder new aptmxisches
to the problem In 1963, he appoiritOei a sPeclal providential comeresson headed by Judge E Barrett
Prettyman to draft isapeieuve recomrnendeaoras Las year Preeklent
Johnson forwarded me conirroseson'S
report to Opium's This year, the
President pave new drug Isms a
prominent place in his leasave
program
Congress clearly shares the concern One at the bait sought by
President Johnson—Imposing Ught
T1ew federal controls over pep pills
and goof tails— cleared the He
lehrth 10 by a onientrious vote,
401 to 0 Senate approval is expected loan
The admintstration •Ilso hopes for
speeth. bipartisan anion on Important amendmeints to the 10111(.101/1O
Mg federal laws controtAng niar-7
cotic drives inch as heroin Thar
amendments- alirosiely urged by the
Prettyman Commtheilon - would
make it posibile to treat reireolais
set people to be reludinitsted rather than werranals
to be unpin i• mod without parole.

PACIE ?TVS

MASTER TIRE SERVICE

CLASSIFIED
"alas;
•.

COMPLBTI CAI%

CARIE-M
_.

TIRES. OIL - GAS - MINOR REPAIRS
Masileld Read, Neat Me Pointe

ARRENtI
*
g.
rl
it d
SATIN,

9

SEEK SHORT TITLE
LONDON
— Wanted, a :rodern streamlined tat for the longwmded National WWII of Genera!
arid ?Arc
Workera
The union is nunrarig a

compecitton among its 7114,000 mernbena with
first prise of 100 pewits $280.

0. ie igloo As void Y!
Ilsme.114V ea war,
war

se el

easy4i-us• Rapimeriesil Midst Wit
Paint you 6uy, het yin mostlion. „
N. INN (416 161111U111ULOW

rs irk* Resale Win
A lthnt,,,ii noirCodles. pep IMO

— FIRST QUALITY PRE-FINISHED —

RUSTIC OAK;4x8
E ELM,4z8

3

Jun for irmlo. A pinion lava la
high on pep pills may commit brutal
cranes for the sheer exhilaration of
At, Not Long ago, three -PeliPed-uP"
youoioters in Chicago murdered a
goicery store owner, They' pumped
11 bullets into his bodly, and were
still •uanding there laughing wildly when the ,poiaoe arrived.
Barbaturstes are depressant dregs
which have an effect on the central nervous system similar to that
Of aklitiol They are prescisbed medically to it jittery nerves and
to induce sleep Taken in sulfacient
guanUty by a pa-ems who does not
intend to go CO imp, oney produce
a State of euphoric drowsiness conluito and lees of judgment which
Is comparable to drunken:leen.
Both amphetamines and barbiturates nave additional clangers, beMasse habitual tgiers develop a tolerance &Cid require mcressing doers
to get results Thus frequently leads
to fetal overdosage.

WHITE
SHINGLES

$5.95
per squ,i1(

11•1•••••••••••

HONKING, 71411411,00--A lot
memo tO to Ofr Me oiled of
President Ranson an he
the White House
w a ka
grounds with reporters.

West Kentucky Cabinet& Building Supply
STORY- AVENUE

have a fashionable Easter!
March on, in an Faster
parade of fashions this
year . . the finest styling, the newest look. In
the best of taste, and it's
all yours, right here:

NAAS, Rtv•

Atreptretatnine• become daisren,us
when they are ems-iieed to drive the
learnsie body beyond normal lamas
of endurance A truck driver on a
Icing trip map keep Noised awake
far 71 homs or more by edam on a
`bertnie" hints But the boric Rarity tebels The remelt may be waddent collapse or helluciriataima -

PAY CASH AND PAY LESS!

NATIONAL

PflONE 753-0767

et tiler if wh
n }Ad to Owl
ia,ti.avwelder*
Ainphetam use elan are ate sed

LUMBER & SUPPLY COMPANY

by young pestle. %lobo take them

More
balanced
cooling

Pick our size of These RCA Whirlpool
3 DAYS ONLY
Sq. Ft
Cooling

Model

Volts

IITU

Ow spprial
refers

4-700 T $119.00
60007—ii69.00

P45-T — ----1.

350

C60-2 .- ..--9:

475

I

. 500

s

I 10'

6300— $174.00

600

1

110

.,
—6
. 2
440_±
179.00

AMP7012
AMC090-2

AMC 1 10-2

AMCI`W:5-1
hilMg-i 90-3
4,1„S240-3

1

110, :
110'

750 '4ID
-95E-4 iiD
1250 s 210
16'00

t

216

14000'

-$210.00

1
18500t4/55.00
" 23000 I 1$295.00

) bras.

wearlg (or
e bras
too rederfuI,
J cornst two!

-vb-1

Model AMM-f6.5 2

featured exclusively
on

--vikeLtiais49•04.
AIR CONDITIONERS

.JERRY'S SURPLUS
TV & APPL
303 EAST, MAIN STREET
Phone 753-6331

Murray. Kentucky

CLEMMIE JORDAN
SHOP
Paris Road

t.-

•

•

•

-far
sessi=uli

'

•

,
•
•
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LIDOS'S

r Murray State Spring Sports Teams

To See Action This Week; Two Unde eated-

'

An four Murray State spraig
swine ;earns Leo of which are undefeated are slated tor action this
week.
The tontu team %%Mott has won
10 straight matches played Bradley Tuesday. ai play Induirisit&Agr
Thursday. anti David Lipscomb
Saturday All three matches will be
ai Murray.

Dakota Morass opened their can- to be pushed ui a In.tth Thus tar,
terence season at Middle. Tennts-stbe Racer amen. have
beaten
see Tuesday, and will play three Northeast Missown 9-0 Southeast
games rxh Taylor University Fri- Mispourt 6-1 Pets:two& Naval Air
day and Slatunia). The gull team Stamm 7-2 and 6-3 Mississappt &)Ualli play in the Lasosana State thern 9-0. ',mole of NIP% Orleans
Urovertsty Ins itataonal Thunglay 9-0. 1.4ILLISMIZIal State 3-1, Southend Friday. Theca members of the eakt Louisiana 6-1. sitimeirsippi Colteam who do tax plas in the unvi- lee 9-0. and the Unnersityruf Mts&aortal will meet Indiana State In glasesim 9-0
a dual match at ?turns) Thursday.
The truck team undefeated outThe Racers- first four tom. Nick
The tennis team which spent hat Bars-one Jim Nos itsky. Ron Undoors. has a meet Inch Menge&
Istate * Mures) Sataislaj
week on on an all-victorious. seven- derwood and Lan s Nerneyer, have
The baseball team played North match tour of the South has yet keg onn one of 40 •.trigles mutants

For EASTER!

DIXIE PRIDE

REELFOOT

BISCUITS

HAMS
Whole or Run Portion

SAME AS A ('AN AND
A HALF!
15 Biscuits Per Can

49c

* NEW! *

lb

Nth & Chestnut Sts.'
OPEN MONDAY 12:1I A.M.
CLOSE SAT'DAY MIDN1112

I

OLD FASHIONED

GOLD MEDAL

s CHOICE

CHUCK
ROAST

FLOUR BOLOGNA
Plain or Self-Rising
In The Please

- 25-LB. BAG -

.99 'Mt

39
II,

\I s

Bar-B-Q
Pork

CRACKERS

PEACHES

69C

I -Lb. Ho\

Halt es or Sliced
No. 21 Cans
s•••••

lb

LEMONS
dozen 27'

Folgers
Coffee Cantaloupe

FRENCH FRIES
FROSTY SEAS

FISH STICKS

3i

29..

73c
1 01 %I. HEARD If f tl.KLD .
*

NOW

!IOU

. `10FIT HEARD IT SAID!!
KNOW''

*

WILL THEY ALL FOLLOW THE LEADER?
CLOSED
SUNDAYS

Open 24 Hours Daily!
%hot,Pro es (,nod Through Tuesdas, apt il ".:Oth

—

Quantiti

Port ha.es I muted

ITEMS BELOW ARE OUR EVERY DAY LOW PRICES
WIDE tiSSORTMENT OF EASTER

siSIFTENING - 3-I,h.(

Candy & Baskets Shortening
DEJ, MONTE ('UT - 383 ('an

74c

I(.% 11%1\ I'll is

Green Beans 49c Potato Chips 49
2fo

kurt HI

kIrt SIT - I1,-07

hit

-017 - 2-i.e. Box

BlackEye Peas 25c Velveeta 2 lbs. 79
i- OLGEBS

ii-Or Jar

Inst. Coffee
Nttivist to I

FOLGERS - 18-Ounce

69c Inst. Coffee $1.0

'All Vs
KRAFT - Duart Jar

Short Bread 39c Mayonnaise
Bread 2 for 45c Silverdust
-

65c

loafs

GIANT SIZE IlOt OFF)

S? %MST
•

—

WEDNESDAY —

1110BRAT, RIIBT01:71111'

'evresl Ittsvhee Ise7Seltv°17
7-hts:"nn.l
dual niatohes and the OVC Tour-

Tonv Perez Mav Have Found A
Home FoillimsefiliVith Red-

The Mun-a) trackn" hare 'ran
the Memptus Casitan Relays. The
Murray Ins national, and dual meets
\
with &althea* Missouri and HardBy FitlED DOWN
fenced has Moat serious ore* In
ing Collage since the outdoor sea.
UPI *Purls Wafter
the third -inning when doubles by
sou began. The Racers have en
Tony Perez. who broke into Ines- Lee Maye and Joe Torre and Mark
eight new schooll-re:ordo thus far. ball as a shorn:top. was shifted to' Jones' single produced two MilwauThe new record holders are Bob second base maid then converted kee runs and a 3-3 tie
Johnson.
in the 440 dash: Into a third Cosi-mew. may find a who singled hawse two runs In the
wth a 485•
Or
the
in
Bill
1
mile:
Setilibn, 4 17
home for hit's-yell cm the Cincin- first ouung, sent the Reds back
Boat 9-26.9 in the two-mile: Wen- nati Reds at first berm.
into a 4-3 lead with a &entice fly
vault;
pole
the
dell Webb. 14”2" in
A 22-year old native of Carne- in the fourth.
high
the
in
"
8
6Aurie &chiller.
trues (Saba. who ram IIVC6 in CharThe Pittsburgh Pirates made It
Binth: Mike Forbes Sist' in the lotte. N C., Perez brought a "can't two in a rots over the San Franthe
in
Scadahno.
2011r1"
shot; Nick
truss tag with turn when he join- cisco Chants, 5-2. and the Chicago
)avelin; and Charles Allen. Dennis ed the Reds this spring after be- Cubs scored a 3-1 victory over the
Jackson Bob Dots and Jimmy Free- ing named the Most Valuable Play- world oruimpion St Louts Cardiman. .41 .in the 440 relay
er in the Pat•db• Coast League last nals um other National League
Best times and distances 1mw the setiscas
games.
Racers in ohm menus have been , •- We don't know where youll want
In the American League. Chicago
95 in the 100-yard dish :M.1 In I to play him," Saul Diego Manager
downed Baltimore 5-3, Detrait bon
the 220. 1'55 • at the 890: 14.5 in Dine Bruit-on told the Reds. "but
Kantais City 11-4 and Cleveland dethe high hurdles: '36 0 In the in- when you are lam hit, you 11 want
feated Los Angeles
termediate hut dies. ; 22'11" in the to play turn somewhere"'
Tried In 1964
in the triple
long sump 42
The 6-foot. :2-ineh. 198-pound •
pump. 130- in the cbscus. and 3 190 righthander got his fir* chance in
Pere-, was brought uP by the Reds
In the note relay
National League competition when near the end of the UM anew
one-run
two
dropping
Since
Manager Dick Slider started him after hitting 34 homers, driving in
games to Northaraern at the be- at first base Tuesday night and he 107 rune and batting 300 in 124
ginning of the season. the Racer came through as sensational style games for San Diego but made they
barahall team has won four in a soli a grand slam homer and • two hits In 25 toes for an .080 WV.
two
row- -two from Purdue and
double in the Reds' 8-3 victory over range He started out in 1960 with
from North Dakota.
Geneva in the New York-Pennsyl•
the Milwaukee Braves.
vania League and won the longue
Hosiers lp Fifth
promise
shoeing
are
Racers
The
Perez' huller came in -the fifth batting title with a 348 mark Vial
of being the best-hitting Murras
inning off Denny 1:-1.3,laster alter following season_
team ever The team batting averthe Reds filled the bases on a single
Relief pitcher Al McBean got Torn
age la presently .301 and four playby Vara Pinson and %elks to Frank Haller to hit Into a double play and
ers are batting better than 400
Deron Johnson. Is struck out Ed Batley with two on
Leading hitter a outfielder Wally Rotairin and
Leos a itye-run load end none out In the ninth inning
Ands*. arth 529 Catcher Dave gas e mumny
the rookie rebel WW1- to preserve Bob Friend's victory for
Darnall and infielder Jim Read are and enabled
to coast to the walk the Pirates Friend shut out the
both tuttua 444 and infielder Mic- :na ace of' 1864
Ella. who made only lave alai Chants until Willie Slays hit a
Ley thirtm 400
among his 52 appearances enrage
Pitching ace George Dugan Is 1-1 to • 10-3 record in 1964. &bared,
rise
to
yet
has
but
it baba&
for the season
eight hits. struck out
tip an earned run He hies struck and walked only two. nob lagerand
given
()GIS
uP
bauers
out 2'1
,
1 hits In the 16 Innings he has pitch11LINTVICILY COLLEGIR
both
record
2-0
a.
has
Cmz
Jack
ed
.•
, 'SPRING 'SPORTS RESULT!
Hank
roles..
relief
in
corning
wine
Baseball
&Amer a I -I
"Locally Owned and
Kentucky 13 Eastern Ky 12
Operated"
0
Bellaminie
9
Morehead
played
have
I The Murray golfers
Villa Madonna 1
only roe match in far -three-v*1' Cincannati II
REF US FIRST FOR PAINTS
Mt
affair with Austen Pray and Sou- Murray 7 Maki* Tenn. 0
AND FLOOR COVERING
Tenn. 5 id
thorn Musing The Racers best Au- Marlav 9 Middle
0
Ky.
1210 Main Street
Western
5
Belmont
11.,t3IU
to
boat
stin Pisay 12-6 but
Track
753-3,20
Playing In the LBLI Inalgation6
36
al will be Ron Arree. Lynn Newton. Mon-head 107 Berea
Tennis
Bobby Enghsh Larry Ranger, Oary•
Pitrareirs. and Fred Lancaster teat M wray 9 Bradley 0
year. Murray tied fa r fourth at Marshall 11 Morehead 1
Bellarnune 6 Louisville 3
LOD.

TIDWELL
PAINT STORE

*

APRIL 14, 1985

Rookie
two-run homer in the eighth. Dick manager of the Cardinals.
AshEkhofieki and Bill Virckm had two shorts:co Bobby Pena. up from
eS AO of the Southern-Lmigue whore
hats each for the Pirates
30 lath 14 homers, hit Ids
cs„ fthe season and'
made only OS pit rhea as the Cubs second homer
Schoenchenat's scored a second run for the Outs.
again foiled Red
hopes of winning his first game as Curt Solutions'suffered the loss.

ED'S FOOD MARKET
*

4

STEAKS IN TOWN
THE
"YOUR DOLLAR 00E8 FURTHER'
1680 Main Street
Phone 753-3523
16841 Main Street
REST

Greystone Hotel
PARIS, TENNESSEE

We are striving to give to the public the very best
Hotel in this area. We have reorganized and are
completely redecorating the entire Hotel.

•

Most of our dining areas arc now completed and
many of our sleeping rooms are redecorated. We are
frilliktirdcess of redecorating th emain dining room
and (hiring this time we will serve our guests in the
new Iris Room and the newly decotated Governor'
Room
We take great pride and delight in giving to the public the most delicious meals at very reasonable prices,
and we greatly appreciate your patronage.

•

We ask you to call us anytime for reservations and
especially for Easter noon meal. We will serve our
guests in the beautiful Governor's Room on Easter
Sunday.
We specialize in parties and banquets and serve
Mixwell House Coffee, "Good to the last drop," 24
hours a day Drop in our coffee shop any time We are
happy to serve you.

MONTE?, MeDANIEL

-

A. C. JACKSON

('o-Owners of Greystone Hotel

OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL tt 00

--abe Path Of The Indians
Can Take Bow Now For Deal

KIST

NI 101 ND CAN

ROSTY ACRES

TIMIS

69

II,%

Ice Cream lgal 63c Ice Cream lgal 49
IT'S THE TOTAL ON THE TAPE THAT COUNTS!!

In the Nacional League. CincinB. FRI D DONN
nati doemed Milwaukee 8-3. MPI spurts anger
and PittsOahe Paul cif the Cleveland In- . ayo topped St. Louis 3-1
PreariC110 5-2
deans can take a bow now for the ; burgh best San
for the bullpen
deal which caused tam to take the I AI Lopez reached
telephone twrice---and came itts with
rap all winter
pitcher both times
Paul mode one of the moot con- the right relief
lead
troverted desks of the 1964 as to mate the White Sox' early
Orioles Knuclast SeMember &len he sent path- liend qp againat the
Mother bathed cut
er Pedro Rom& to the Nes Yost listedier add*
inning
Timkees who were In doyenne Gary Peters in the eighth
John came on to
need or pitching Ramos turned can eon then Tammy
Powell for the boat
to be a Sc,- /sore in the Yankees' *Ike out Boat
in the ninth.
late surge so the American League putout of the game
Johnny Romano
pennant and PIMA hat been hearing Pete Ward and
ntne-hst atindt
ever since he made a -gift" of the led in White Ens
with two his tom
flag to them
Al Reline paced the Tigers with
Few &tamed when Paul pointed
that drove in
out that he obtained pitcher Ralph a double and • akingle
Aguirre went is
Terry in the transaction Terry? Bee runs 9hek
omen. credit for the
Oh yea he the former Boy Scout Oilman.' to
Dermas McLain
frorn But Cabin, Okla, who wait factory although
one run CNN
into oblivion after *erring for the held the Athletas to
Kathie. Jim NorthYankee. In the 1962 World Series the kW three
rup and Don Demeter had two hits
Receive Dividend
and Di Charles
Paul's Indians received then fir* each tor the Tigers
had Lao each
dnidend in the deal Tonadav night. and Tom Reynolds
hoarser when Terry spun a tufty for the A's,

•

•

•

four-Muer that enabled Cleveland
to open Its season with • 7-1 WIover the Loa Angeles Amish.
Terry. who had only a 7-11 record lint searion, looked like the
23-icame winner of 1962 as he shut
out the Angels until the eighth
inning when nook* Paul Schaal
doubled and !cored cat Jame Cardengg's single.
By then the Indians were for IR
front with the aid of three Angd
errors plus Jaime carinnading of Mgt
own The Indians aorta two IIB•
earned rine with the help of time
Loa Angelo.% trrurs in the woad
inning OM Lf.011 Wagner he a tworun i-wyrner In the eighth and they
added tam more runs on doubles by
Lam, Brown arid Vic Das-slab arid
Joe' Arcues-single in the eighth
Terry had a two-hater for seven innings and retired 14 coo-secant battriai_biewsis a kingie bY
Cardenal in the diird end Schealii
double in the eighth Fred Newman,
• who gat the honor of pitching the
Angela' opener so they onuld hold
20-game winner Dean Chance for
Weinearlay nuttit's game Aro the
Yankees suffered the low
Sox Down Ozioles
The Chu-wiro white Sox detested
jg Baltimore OrlUifill
the
warm opener for both tea=
the Detroit Tigers drubbed the NV.
MS City Athletios 11-4 in (ghat
Ameossin League ththes

•

HERE ... THE LOOKS SLATED TO SET THE PACE FOR SPRING

•
IN CASTRO CWTCHIS---BePtist misaionartes Dr. Herbert
el, Atlanta. Ga.. and
flower) his ion-in-law. 3ammo
D. Fite, 31, Fort Worth. Tag.,
are under arrest in Cuba la
a roundup of .43 persons accused of espionage.

LASH'S DRIVE-IN
"WHERE YOU EAT MORE FOR LESS".
lir 753-9052
Mayfield Highway, Near 5 Points

Fashion forecasts Patentlite to shine ... open,
look to make news ... tailored pumps to sport mid-high heels.
See one, see them all in Reigning Beauty's pump
collection. Sizes 3-10.

6.99

Eictia_,e4outy bonuit dramotk ho-Mbogs to match, 2.09 and 3.99 plus fed

fox

LOOK YOUNG.. BE YOUNG...SHOP BELK'S

•

•

••=1.

•

w-:

r-
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CARD

ks, Rookie
from AshLOW where
rro tut his
eastiFited•

MED A

the Cubes,
he loss.
MatICE

AVA,"A WOND
\\\\\
,1 ERS
/

Pacer sunny. 2&lama tall. No pur-

chase dereeetety Regilter today.
0 It -S • L E
i'EACHERS: rortranregitng. Meat- Drawkig Baturday Holland Drugs,
A-17-C
able bununec employment. locally.
3-BEDROOM BRICK, storm winFor keel interview, write fitly to
dows and doors, beaeboard heat,
Box 1362 Paducah, Ky,
A-15-C
bunt-in oven and range, transfereflA k.oi Wlinnell Ave Phone
P. H. A.- --Cl I. -Conventional. Ken- 753-4926.
A-14-C
ttick; Mortgage "Ionegisw. Phone
SALE
FOR
BY
OWNER. 1 to bed752-k533
A fi hist
'101%1
room brick house, new.y re:Itoo:ct•
ed. Has lerdwood floors, ceramic
AN EXCELLENT paper route ki
MEI
WAMTED
bath, ali-o_nd.tioner, clect:aic heat.
Mi.rray :s now open We need a
washer and dryer connection.. 2WAITRESS matted. 6 dnys seek
good responsible boy for tide
NO holiday or Siaxiay work Appk. car garage. upstairs with three
rstNe "ISOIEDIATELV". Qualified
VVIatut. Restaurant, 100 Maple. No lours, foil bran.% with fireucy can et:RAWL at once Please apple
place, large front yard and lewge
phone cads please.
M-36-C
h person sit the ledger & Tim&
garden space and 15 ache tenable
••
Off
-•
- kind, $14,6b11. Loaded 5. nukes
north of Murray. hist off tUghway
ot,pott I ?alit§
I on a paved read Shown by apprfttitiment Plow `J.3-i'f36.
THE idURRAY DRAPERY !lottae
NOW OPEN
A-15-NC
t, now open: Ltage stack dtkl.ery
:nate leks on hand. Custola nialtsr4
at
K PARMALL Tram.r. First rlaaa
and hanging. 1.04 N. lath, A-15-C
ttest"
ill1 02. Robe" Ol/iiiet Flinnu4toe, Ky.
A-15-P
MOTHERS - Ask sr about the
--- --- -Bonne Bell Treatment tor Teen
A. S. DICK Meares allentogregin
Age skin problems Insisible Lnd
Inertutie.
I
:rem,
wedeln:tn.
Oall
Latttid rt. es t'leano44
- Cirtosalets. ideal for both bseis and
75S-J84.:.
A-14-NC
girls. Holland Drugs.
_. -------. __ _
A -17-C
1COO Uelkt) Olive. lere.i.n. C..11
1 OK WOMEN
LOSE WEIGHT SAFELY with DeftA-15-P
A-oier Tar..lets, Oedy 98. Dale &
Age 18-45
M-11-C
AtICTfON SALE: Saturday, Apre
1. Dreai Fnursher
.4, 1 u
wt :h. late Oov Orr
EnVING tircen Hardwood Lumber
tinkle, '4-Mlle list of Halfway. aff
and ask Tie-Stdiete delivered OW
2.
Counte:Girl
n aC
litahway ail &Ah. WL
Nard /bats:say 51 Hypes. Fort Left
tb...u>eltoLd f untuthings. atatord Orr.
Unloading Contract us for prices
A-14-C
3. network Ironer
owner.
A- 15-P
and spccificastexas A M Howell
Lumber Company. Inc Dyerstxu-g,
Tenneasee, Phone 385-4753. M-12-C
C 1
FOlt SAM Choose from
f-EtleAtt
o. Masi Hala etre a:1J W.refunds.
,airlitalta
THE RAYMOND HENSLEY BarbN. it
Benton Rcatl.
er Shop in New Cord - Open
Monday throu,:h Friday 12 noon LOCAL SUS1N1.1-43 isow has open- 54 MERCURY, S-dr .• aut.hamar
Closes Monday thrown Thursday ing for lady with experience In or- transmission. Dali753-2320. A-15-C
p in.. and Friday 5 p in A-30-C Hoe work and light boakkesseang.
Wri.e Box 168, al.u.rag, giving qual- TAPPAN OAS RANGE. Frigid,,are
FREE DRAWING theattons,
refrigerator. Sida, Sed-oheap. Call
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The suspense

- APROMISEOFDIAMONIS
From the Dodd,'Mead Red
a Dee
1214 by Joha Comisey; distratated by Kalil }Lurv...

1,1114T NA%

gate began to read MN eopy ef be &d not now trnderstand, alr -t
4rate a
desert after telling We report of Van
ough utily
who
Ms •••• Orin
Gly• me two mitigation and tale remind_ had lived with the investigation.
months sweet and I I be back with
a fort •art ia diamond& That's • Heads turned toward head. as couia nave interpreted everyfeure,st' TOO years later Si. stth the men compared note. and thing
nun And despite Utz•
Unprensiona.
'm▪ a 0 Mire, • erstwhile
He nad twice visited Anal tour
J.riMaw-n to gin. Age. eR. 1.
0
With the reports an.. the times teletitionen the new; .a•
Della sow emus' ehm Maw
sane rieseaellane awl el th• omet agenda area • Slat statement during the Wield and bad 11151
II' a.. cardly more than a 1110.101011
iisiv
and identifiable mit by about Van Daniell's death and come train there now Until he
• ,..ithusra
the death of baa murderer l'he IMO started this watt he lad
marda miter. while Nisei
mune
was now seen nothing out e.lellyti race
was will w • ober Oahe was Murderer a
•waseseet uy a must in Mee mega known as Arthur Donovan. everywhere out the spnntan?Ills sra • near* ecsinles Wel
Khan Whim an, caned out • sum aged thirty-1M.• tiOUU'l African ous action Or these great pie
ei.•.ese shout net net
of Megrim descent vireo was licemen wrenched rip mind. in
Morneniir Cot Van Doom of to. known
IS a car salesman anal r.er Tears stung "'Ma eves Hi.
lie4,%.,.19 rct
&meet • commissirn agent Worn nail lip, quivered althiiiigh ne corh
the. of three hundred naleide lei been sent
to Pretoria for more pres.ec then, tignuy When at
worth of uncut &Mose&
fi
illefic• Of stamense Information about nun He naa last he reached Ins seat ne war
Ii. war trotted to Ms MOO omen
been
flown Into London on the more in control at filmset! A
esti
.ef Melted by • gunman
robt•ed of hi* brief cane mid Mar- same plane am Van Dleaek Ac- young interpreter switched on
depot rhea while terten Planck cording
to the report, or said the nileruphone At all costs
toniito was row-lying for the next
.1, • C•in e CiinIcrrotre is? no Two been killed while thiwlash narl Ilawlisn told Written he must
• mai feteren flip ilibinrtnient and fought to get Di.
keep Ins voice steady
gim
d''5.3 Ms wife rehrhty Unaware
'Goon Morning
of thip when cc arrnre1 borne in die
ne odd
Now and again most men
reeeirs Memel, no, aurerieed by glanced at the Plonk.
H, reon the
Sit 0044-n
Ia. intruder ted.undelued Mrs ..
wall, four clocks so that every- maintea Kanding a, the rustle
Of
movement
followed
one
could
When
are
in
comfort
CHAPTER 11
NLY • few of the WM, The session WAS due to start evert one else war seated. he
went oil.ns von very
knowIng newspapermen at eleven o clock
ft was one minute to eleven much indeed You wilt wish to
reellreft that the well-dressed
know
- he glanced- up pause,
•
Men of venom, ages who turned When rempie rum a signs
and motirteried Ma lips 'hoc
into the City Conference Hall one of the guardx within night
as
,
my
vcifir
lo At lentil I can se.
Dawlish
was
approaching
nest morning Were the world's the
I am n.
opening hourapp,1-ott-hedthat .he to no worse
top policemen They might lust
ciunliti.11 to go into details tar
in welt nave been businensmen hurth fell upon the men anal
chmmonI ani told That the Pre',auree vi
Of Civil servants Or 'elegates women nere as if nty
*anent they wanted to wait tor the Drain nave created • stat
'to any inrge conference
01 trim. -and there to no re•
Dawns&
Inside tbe big circular malt"
Temple thought bleakly that thirty . when she will conk
hail with its seats in tiers, • even before
thls crisis before, r°w"1 from Uhl. condition.desk if' front if each were the the rest
He thought - And no certaln•
headline. which WPC
inevitable reeelvere with the splash,'
morning II- that she ever Will.
LIM' earplug, for the inter- newspapers
Dawnsh 'nen been •flue nu,.. of people in iron:
preform for not everyone net's Um nest-known
man ,amr•rs ;in of arid all about MT iteeniCO
epok• or understood Enctinh of theme
to merge together. Until thOre
perfectly
Mere YCAC an atMullah appeared: his face WA, only • conginmeration of
mosphere ot great tension At Wan like stone
head!
, and fates eyee land nose..
the loot Temple received efich
He did not appear to see earl` enn months- snvaltelY sr
delegate who glaineed at Once Temple out
youras be
at the center tarde where the gripped nip chief
tightly
assistant'. men Ittli Mind, were
chnirrnan would sit_
forearm , the gm, was arm
but clenched that taw nails Mart Ma
190 one villa there.
told Temple nothing ()nailer) pain
'
s
[hen almost to hip surprise
Walk...eq.
down
the shallow
-le there an
new( of Mrs
'on
Dix lash"' asked Clare, of his (Award the rostrum. Afi needs he found himself saying. "11
turned he was recognised nnn any news come. while we are
W help Nispansia_
"hi•len
wlIsh.Wrist ttprisos- something which Temple rum in liemiSon I wilt eiN that moo
never seen oetore happened It know at lance 'Meanwhile I
•
m skint
Delegnio of Spain said had never happened in the nte- nape you win forgive me tY I
tory
of the Crime Hattorifrowningty -114 aroi 10 danger 1I ProCeed very quickly with the
Every delegate stood up ana l bUsinew ot the sessiin One or
'I understand that idle had a
two amendment. to the agenda
stood still
very naa night, WACO.'
Dimon
, rammed
Van Weenier, ist the Netber•
through lie era the minutes of the laid
session naving been cireillitterl
land, a gray nenrrien work of • rank. of 411ent nien
Will not be rend not mat:er Men was Mal behind them.
Femme that [refund him, felt
arming May of course be Mt.
"Ix flawIlith noes!"
tear,, stinging his eye.' It was
Cimmed.
-Me told me that he would be N long long time
singe ne filial
meaner.
-Item four on the ilretV111 will
felt emotion like it He won
Werehottift !lend worn that dereo tine 1.),1N ligh
must oe not now be introduced by CAilb
we will understano it ne rain. feeling find
net
Van ['leash 01 Pretor ie.
prayed (het., the
501 COTO
WO Van 4'• mitten ,new
nave (weer asked by Pretor
about Feferity wee Me
It ne decide. to eorres noth • worse. for if it was she was through the High Commissioner
tn Soutt• A.rtca House to premg Wilt keep arm ewn..
ne rWi'irle• not to nothing
Datehat,
the ro
.
trnm kent this miselt .knn with vow
permission I will do so from
will toms-rum hare.' said Noel
• • •
the chair •
Silt of Swollen
lAt%1-1lell had not slept that
There were slew murmur.
.fresioninnly van know the 1 _,
night
n tea, rai
nbnil
ma i.e
remarkedHamm* or! He mut read and
rerenn Van nut `no hint of cliammt
NSa y
I, °stark s report
made note.. "Now
Dn ddish
thought
rhe seat. were gradliall% cheekeit one point agninw an- "I've got
to get through tho
sat,' rhe ifoirmur oLeortverisa .ither
double-checked
whet iiitfu,tjt wondering every min. bon moo the rustle erfs-41frier`ever he cotild fie did not think lite how she
IS
Ifli-t.'aseil Delegnt• after 'tile there wills Milets in the report
To Re Croelmeed Tornyrrote.•
Mena
Lae/
Peel awlse reterto•s -Noo., cot...lent o inss by
Ravin the
hum Creamy diatelbetett Sc
King Feature. llyleMatala

:dr Claude T.dwell 489-3448. A-15-p 611•••11M...
"
.4'F HL- WAhlltp
LE AU 1 WOE ItlaICK HOME on I
large wooded lakefront lot, Private
,..1 La, h_Le, &It dzive WANTED 2 13:11shooters or Live
from Murray on blacktop mad. Call W ic CZ:lc:13cm Agency. Over 25.
753-6604 or 436-2353. Ken- Travtl tO ml:e radn:s Muiray. No
MAIO'
,
uck -Barkley Lake Realty, Evelyn st:1-n7-No Colle.:Lng Average
:. Smith. Realtor.
A-16-C Ii.ru1u3s $560 bit nth_ Call Or write
S.:cldon Oyphe:1, Wkdy Inn.
_
Federal S: ,:e Market Nens
50 CHEVROLET Pickup; '30 Model
h, 453-7521. 88.‘ncir4y through
r lu•.•A Coupe, wed refrigerator. Will ,.'ednt..tday, 8 to noon and 7 to 9 Apr I 11. 9:5 Kentucky
Area lit; M- ritet Repot% In . d...g
px-ru:. L.:bk.*, any saze Call P. m
M-14-P
Buy!:; 5.
153-5129 it1ter 5 p, in.
A-15-.1?

HOC

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
RO
'Place
4.Stmieship
(abbr.)
I-Talk idly
Iliffirayelefy

body
13-Evaluating
19.Cooled lava
le -Ingredient
IS.Proceed

19-Negativ•
21 -Country of
Asia
22 Mix
24. toauefy
25 - Final
211 Number

29- V apor
31 Abound
33-Plural
seeing

14 Landed
55.la.eatter

311 Symbol foe
tellurium
40 Musical sign
42.Slivm•
46 Macaw
47 God of love

Anincer to Yesterday'. Puerta

10.Klotor
12.1?
..
ass
14 -Pierces
17.Protective
ditch
20-d•nus of
Oily It
23•Prepo•ition
24. Manuscript

115,,

labor.)

25•Soapaton•
27-Afternona
parties
30- Distance
Mailleure
12-StubbOrn
•nimal

3S-Fear•
37- Predilection
SS-Candle
39-Worn away
41 Enemies
43-Baby's bed
44-Spanish
artiCl•
41-Near

411. Meta'
61.Perum
133-Schiln
volt too
67- Illuminated
611-5 continent
(abbr

GO-Condensed
mmeture
52- Hebrew
eller
44-Colley' mare' illibbr.)

Estirnat
Email- 6...11 Hau, Bar GNE YE:.1.01.4• FORMAL, like new,
A T Thf MOYItS
4 ...=••••
1,
Ti and 041.1 Efie
*tiro toe woe. tile 7. Alta &vases =
49 Nobleman
ice 5 and 7, Caa 753-348o, A-15-C .t•F OR
50 Vessels
cAFITOL AND DRIVE-IN U t 1,2 srl 3 183-:10 Ths. $165052 Net-vs network
' 111.7.HED WilITE ROCK for trecinnaticm, can 963-3614". Mill-tg ills: Fes tt b. 150-4.0 lee. $17
•4 A cOntin•nt
18.03: U. 8 2 ant 3 145-I 7,)
dr.veways and speL,c tanks. ManIabbe,)
I.
.• •
I $5573-f? 00: U. 15, 1, 2 and 3 16U311.Man's nickcry sarid. Phone Rill Gardner 763name
175.11s, V.5.50-1700; U. h, 2 and 3
56.Starage
252,11. Fred Gardner 763-531a. M-18-P
MODERN
plams
SPACE -4114,sows 400-506 lbs. $12.00-13 3.5. U S
Si College MANTIQUES, Uses. old books, think, sitii are tort, Iir, tkoisr, au-conch- 1 and 2 251)-433 llos. 513.00-15 00
gr** (abbr.)
61 Mend
handicraft. bargains or all. The time], utilities 11,parking '
6.3.Empower
205-208
.neer Ithale. 41. S 11127twaY 79 apace. tobacco
65 Depressions
61I.Not• of scale
south. parts. Temossee.
H_I-rc Mable ztrett, Murray,.. Kentucky. t
67 Stitch
If interested contact Western Dart '
DOWN
11.1...CTRIC RANOE. flee, Edward Fred Tasacco Crofter-1i Aesoclettlan.
1 - Resort
E•Pit•
Hoduieii, or mu ma-stos.
A-11-C r41... le 753-311.a. or 783-3312, A-26-C
3•Symbel for
- ...
tantalum
USED TV's firun $15.00 CC1 up. Used s
.ir ocsir wit
4-Trade tee
.
71111b
nittlA --'
bone.Ar
,0
410 menet,
.1 .‘rat,:r3t.c.ts from $2500 on up. Al /3,,,. os .-tty• ,
7 ... tatc. 1w-re water
II•Talte urilaw•
7„a:a.nt:cd. Jerry s 151.1.11)111.. TV di gad hosts Neur Collesre. Phone
rutty
C.ironed
Ak
Irtr.ne 753- •7_,J..2Kj
3GL:
A-15-C
7- Hurried
1.Untt of al6E13.
A-16-C
arn••• cur3-YEAH OLD
WgHtED
rency
_
11.No5 ef scale
38" GAS RANGE. 3-51e1'e MI. in
fr:trl t'eIllt.oTi C.tll 15.3-6512, A.46-C WANTED PAIIM WORK Expel 44andee
dradie.11.5.adia.
lanctd hand, Cecil Hargis, 753-6907
_
FIVE tt)tinctuNt. brick, two full
A-14-P
baths-central heat. on large 1st on
North 1th Street. Only $21.000.
Sk.VMSAL _ NICE lake front cotL .-;es !rum 4,7.1.tou. to 416,000.
IT WILL NEVR 00 THAT IN THE
BD? LOOK AT IT
4.1)C.VE TAICel A &RE:AT
-FARMS fr-rn 50 iu..-res
11.14AT If IT
141NT}I CHAPTER OF 6E14E515
LOAD OFF itk‘l MiND
r0 approkmadely
aorc.
FU:005 THE LtICLE 600 AZ01.85E0 Mak NAT JOULD
BUILIIING LOTS ln most
WORLD?
NEVER HAPPEX AbAIN,Atte TnE Si
sectrAis of town including 2 cumpaste sub-dui...lune. We also have
Name ta ry n.ce one acre legs lo,oc-K
aded 3 tulles from Murray on the
black-top at only $1.350 00 each.
ONE OF 'THE BEST erixeiy stores
In the ecotudy with Flax living
quarters attached. It a boated ilealtce.rot trade and is priced at
ày
AIN'T kap
I
SISTER,10UP eat7NER
a steal. Pi:Along At Thurman Agency
!BOUGH &MATH'TIME YET, oz.'
Murray. Ked:uzky, Phone. 753-1461.
SET US UNSTUOC1
s. S REAC116 SECTION
A-16-D
06 14 Acaaca(*acs.
_
Or' TAPPAN gas range. Has gril on
top. ge‘rt
oXtrion For fur-her in
:ton :Jail 763-5287
A -17-C

MMEgmmennildirg
immamiviummou

MONOMMINIERME
MUMMEMOMMEMOM
OMMitimOMMIMMEM
ONIIMMg011
MUMMEMAMINIgg
OUN 11111MMEMMUR
umusummaaammm
MOMOUMMOMEMO
UMMUUMMIUNIMMW

orpt-6-*

maimmIammamm
mammumgammamm

fttiaism

to •

Gordon Ashe

adventure by (John Creasey)

.1
- 6....

OF THANKS
We nab to eignesa our sincere!
appreciation for the many kind- ."
nessea extended th us during the
illnets and death II our lo
one
Sea 'Fsa.rker.
Especially do we Shank those who
sent flowers. the nuance. the neighbors, Dr Scarbrough. Bee, Robert.
Carey,' the singers and Milligan
Funeral Home.
The Family
r.2

<Sr-

---I
i0ttft 41,,.,,

bile Hon ' Here they are' Lwrin
selection In West Ky. 10 wale 2
room EPS.: 00: 8 wide 2-5ed•
$131,5 u0
Mond new
10' wtde
Many others to _show.
Iron Matthews Mobile BMW. 45
, No:th Hightay, Mayfield. K)
M-111-C.

Ile iv ow...

y

•

NANCY

"i1-"11'

1

CI4ECK
IT, LADY

O

11

0

p.

•

0

0

„

t110tight,

0.1

a

old

apaehyAree.,60.....

re
• Wes Nee. %Nee.. -a

YO
'KNOWS

HE GOT A
DELLY-CUT LI'L
STU M M ICK!! AN'
YO NEEDS A
HAI RCUTfr Al

CHI

iforrif

Sel

c
p.._DON'TJEST STAND
THAR LIKE
A OXI";
_

dPI

GOTTA Gil
HbMEFF-Ak GOT
WASH IN'AN'
SCRU B151 N
TO DO!!

*I A '1 it

ft tn11.1•11

PoP! THAT
voice --- IT
cou PN'T--0R,

I'M DREAMING!
fre
HEARING VOICES
I
HEAR MY SLATS!!

V'sr•

Reeve

SLATS::

POP.?

••••••••••
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•

COPY NOT ALL
READABLE

•
•
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TUB LIDOKR

MAJOR LEARE
sitxtrEs
sls
dei
ire
10
let
Si
4%.

Natiebal,Lesdise
W. L, Pet. 611
Pe -sty:nth
2
0 1 000
0 1 000
1
An•:- eles
I 000 's
0
1
Ph.: melpht.t
1
Ch IOW°
0 1001(
560
I
1
betheaultee
1
500
1
t
Cincarrata
0
1 000
Licalstm

Lows
Worr YOrk

0

1

coo

0

1

000

000 2
2
Wign Emote= 0
-- --Tenders Results
Oinclao 3 St Win, 1
nigh'
Paz/burgh 5 Ain Fran

'Only games scheduled

2 • 0 1 000
1
0 1 000
1
0 1 000
1
0 1 000

Detroit
Wednesday. Probable niche's
Boston
• Houston at New York -. Parren Marmennts
11-10 vs, Spam 6-13
L.
_P-t'ilgoth naLh1._
Anaea.%_
- ()teen 15-13 v-- (iibb
10-7
Lee.knew
St. Lads at Chicago — Sadwaki
:ar
Za-14s E.sarth 14-19
Nets York
San 9'mi-ie.:Aro
Plillzbitz*da Weelunoe0ei
n'yht
Pinry 12-11 vs hunntng
19-2,

.14

1
1
1

O

2

000
lit
000
1.4
000 114
000 —144
000 2

1

WEDNESDAY

,

Th.s

saint situation :1 12th. and Msin

•

• l'!:•.• hes to watt for the
w, Wait
•-t tr"..V•1 on Use I
:neffi: La Cita: bet...e
_ .
cdrrPlt so-lbainstt- taw -Itztit and t

•

1"

can see that it would be a lot of
fun ant eso • Itt..d way
oreig
v:air

!4

Detro•t at Minnexota
them 19-12 vs timait 14.13.
Wilson
sit Washinktnr.
Nanam 9-15.
11-12
tbx4en In ease you haven't heard. th• ).deChang° at lialtimuce
walk surfboard is a board about
Ptigigis 16.12.
11-9 vs .
fifte n 4ao)0,,s icng with a pair of

raesday's Results
- 16110•410 5 Badiatore 1
I Detroit 11 Kansas City 4
Cievt.hun 7 Lob Arne 1. MOIL

itaterican league
L. Pet, tin
W

leRNTUCKT

Ont. g.tates

Wediseaday's Probable Pitchers
New York 81 Loa bas Angeles
Ford 17-6 vs. Chance 20-9
nalta
Clev.aind at K8.11...1113 Cali nicht
D,we 11 11-6 vs (Y1)ousight,e 10-

APRIL 14, 196;

it can move and mtnetimes The bight The right foot goes at the front
Ipso through a full cycle before 21 and the loft foot at the back and
can t ver 1110%e
away !,tou go.

antionaed From Page 1)
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SEEN & HEARD

it

Only game-

(;aines
Illsursda
.
Houston et New Yerk
111.11s-aukee
Chrugo
Cnr..aistati at Ht Lou)..: night
Los And, at Poiabunzia, night
i at Pls:IL.del;Lha. naeht

TIMIS

--Thursday% Daman
Deroit at Minnesota
Washington at Chicago
New York at Los Aug. night
Cie.eband at Kan ('ity. night
.050) games sahedulail----.

'sc:re wa fue.:•:ied tu each end
ta ga-n speed by pu tiThe lies
„s %,,t,h gyn. 14101 111•41 ride the
thayg Ilk you wt.and ride a surf
a•aard in t_ha water.

-0.11...}lelltarge lays were rtarng die
thing
tr.ot of the hJaa.- last
we sOt 01. 411.1 alt.tt1
-1.121 1.4 lel. 1/1 112 ie to, try.

te dfliet Oa

411

ni
..
uch but
akat

On a.

•

NOW YOU KNOW
•
ay United Press International
In 1456 ('ter five yiap• of vvick
the Drat able printed from moveable type W.., oomplete.d by Johann
Gwent:y.1g
of the printlag Frees. accorchna to the world

NON-UNFRIENDLY TALKS—Indonesia'. President Sukarno
(left), US. Ambassador Howard P. Jones (m(ddle) and Special Envoy Ellsworth Bunker get together in Jakarta to ate
what can be dune about deteriorating relat(ons.

:-.11111?.11-c

•

OPEN TIL MIDNIGHT MON. thru. SATURDAY
'BOUM STAMPS frem 7 p.m. it ifi MONDAY & TUESDAY *

Aaliatp- -etig thx -eallez Less
eittrT.tf.
•

Every Wed.ls DoubleStamp Day
lb. 25c.
2 39c FRYERS
• DRINKS
1
Franks 39!
29c.
Cheese
lb. 49c •
doz. 15c HAMS
EGGS
C
Bacon
49
_ Lard 8 lbs. $1.19
lb. 69c
6 49c STEAK
BABY FOOD
HENS
PEAS
MILK
BREAST49
Hazel Highway

. 6-bottle

All Regular Size
(vvith coupon)

Murray, Kentucky

'Whole
Grade 'A

3RMOI•R SKINLESS - 12-0z. Pkg.

-oz. cans

Sugar Cured, Sliced

5 cans'1.00

TUNA _

.

I

Sweet Sue

cartons

CUB Chunk -

PHILADELPHIA CREAM - 3-Ounce Package

I

JOWLS

Dixie Danny - Nc. 3 ean

3 lbs. '1.00

Thick i•Oired

25'

SWEhT POTATOES

BACON

Whole

Reelfoot

Miss Liberty

Grade 'A' Large

2 lbs. 99'

or Shank

Tender Smoked

Half

(with coupon)

Old Fashioncd

- No. 2' can

( OLD BOND SLICED

f.

HOOP CHEESE

10c

cans

.11 Brands -

lb. 55'

Fresh Small

BISCUITS

•

lb

3 cans 251

11)r , 49'

SPARE RIBS

RIB

and
Heinz
Strained

4 -oz.
jars

Gerber

U.S.D.A.
Choice

CHI( - KS:Si

lb

CARNATION
EY APOlt %TED

k

3

HOOL DAY
ARLY 'INF

/

COFFEE

Folgers

(Limit)

No. 303
Can

1I

GRADE 'A' - FEELY DRESSED opq c
4 to 6 Pound Average lb.

eive

lb. can 69c ROAST

(limit 1)

lb. 45' Backs, Necks lb. 19'
lb.

396 Liver

lb. 79'

Wings

lb. 29' Gizzards

lb. 39'

Chuck

lb. 39c

U.S.D.A. Choice

lit., (IF

RED SOUR PITTED - No. 300 Can,

TENN FROZEN - 10-0r. Pitt

Thighs
Legs

_ lb. 59'

PORK CUTLETS

Strawberries 5For $1

FLOUR

Cherries 5 for 79c

25

Gold Medal

(5-lb. bag _ - 599

99
.
11..g1

Lambs 69!
HAMBURGER

Minute

STEAK

lb. 99'

3i89c

MEAT

• ...IN,
'

Bakery Specials

YELLOW WSOLID

51 1111

MORTON'S - 22-Os. Pkr

29c

OLEO 2lbs. 35c FRUIT PIES

— FROM OUR OWN BAKERY —

POTATOES

TRADE WINDS BREADED - 3 to o,okr•

GLAZED DONUTS"

doz. 39'

IM

KI

1.01.DEN RIPE

BANANAS lb. 10c

49c FISH STICKS 3 $1

1.29

COCOANUT CAKE

THIN SKIN

11,1 Is PAK SAI TINES - Pound Flo/
HOT CROSS BUNS

6 for 48'

per iii

89'

EASTER CAKES

doz. 39'

HARD ROLLS

c

*

VrISTR TT - COUPON' --ili

19c i0
j""
H 31bReanTENING 59c

CRACKERS
II polite - Pint Jar

MARSHMALLOW CREAM

*

°
ns
e29
e5rtoti
--,--2S

-tTlirliTY
C.0 V P0N
.... —

With this (*Upon ant,j5 additional purr Fla.,.
. .. .,(Ware(t es' arid.Tkbac •2o Excluded

EGCS -

—

25'

Fre.11 - pint boy

*
50 -

Omen

15

LIBERTY (70UPON

*

S&H GREEN STAMPS

CAKE MIX

r..........

--",
i

50

3 for '1.00

V,
Irl ".1..-r April 21,1965

STRAWBERRIES

*

•
..-----

N'illi this eounun and the purchase of
. 3 packages of Betty ( rocker (19-01 pkg..)

With thiscoupon and $S additional pieribome.
(Cigarette's ffid Tobacco Excluded)
Void After April 21, 1965

49'

ORANGE JUICE

*

.• 1,

Void After April 21. 1965

LEMONS doz. 33c

'Inuit.. Maid - 12-o7. can

Miss Itherty_Grade 'A' Large

All firrotism

DRAM

65c

%1 1 MINI M - 25 Ft Roll

WRAP

Fresh 'Grated

- 10 1 h liar

50

LIBERTY

49'

COUPON

*

S&H GREEN STAMPS
With this

CO11 11011

50

and the purchase of

half-pound packagc,Langford Orange Pekoe
TEA

_ 59'
11,0(1 After lIkpril 21, 1965

I

